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Chapter 1491 - Origin 

This thing was too blinding, dazzling to the point of several dozen suns condensed together, creating a 

source of brilliance! 

The three great experts all experienced a corresponding process, their eyes bleeding Even those as 

powerful as them needed a long time to adapt in order to clearly see what that was. 

Even Heavenly Eyes were burning with scorching pain! 

This was a chest! 

The hall was ancient, at the center a sacrificial platform. It wasn’t tall, not even as large as a mature 

person, on it this thing. 

This was the object of origin? 

Shi Hao began to suspect whether the source was connected to the chest. 

Sanzang and Shenming were obsessed, as if they were going to sink inside. It was because they were 

shone on by the auspicious light. They felt as if their undead knight bodies were changing, even though 

it was slow, they were now in this process! 

Soon afterwards, Shi Hao developed a type of strange feeling as well. His body’s abnormality was one 

thing, what made him feel even more fear and trepidation was that there was a wave of mysterious aura 

that attacked at his skull. 

The brilliance the chest released wanted to enter his primordial spirit! 

He was immediately shocked. This was the place where the soul rested, how could he allow it to 

invade?! 

Shi Hao rejected it, but he discovered that it was completely useless. This type of power was too 

domineering, unstoppable, impossible to resist. It entered his skull, the radiance spreading, merging 

with him. 

Fortunately, at the crucial moment, the sword core collected inside his body released a light cry, actually 

forcing away the multicolored light, pressing it out. 

“What kind of thing is this exactly?” Shi Hao was uneasy. 

At this time, the long life tree also came. Not long ago, it hid in his body. When it saw this scene, it was 

shocked as well. 

“How terrifying, my long life time ring is actually shaken, about to be corroded!” It began to panic a bit. 

The long life medicine was special. Otherwise, the undead knights wouldn’t have brought them in, have 

them search for natural luck. It could still hold on for a short amount of time. 

“It really is comfortable, I am going to become a Burial King!” It was as if Shenming was dreaming. 
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“I am the most powerful!” Sanzang roared. 

The two of them seemed to have become possessed, forgetting everything, completely immersed in a 

type of state that was extremely difficult for outsiders to imagine. 

Shi Hao didn’t move recklessly, instead taking a few steps back, carefully sizing this place up. 

“What do you think, have those two noticed that I am different?” Shi Hao asked the old medicine. 

Otherwise, why were the smiles of those two before so strange? 

When the ancient palace shone, forming a vortex, swallowing him inside, if he didn’t have the 

Everlasting Sword Core, he would have died for sure. 

It could be said that those two seemed to be deliberately plotting against him. 

Shi Hao even wanted to take action here, suppress these two, eliminate future problems ahead of time. 

However, after considering how they were deep and unfathomable, moreover having items bestowed 

by Burial Kings on them, he decided not to act rashly. 

“It’s also a chest?” Shi Hao looked at the object on the sacrificial platform, and then at the rotten 

wooden chest in his hands. 

From the outer appearance, his chest really was too lacking compared to the other one. That one surged 

with radiance, gushing with auspicious splendor, obviously an important divine object! 

Meanwhile, the one in his hands was about to rot already, just a tattered wooden chest. 

Moreover, the one on the platform was related to origin, possessing unimaginable power, making all 

undead knights go crazy! 

As for the wooden chest in his hands, even now, Shi Hao didn’t know what kind of use it had. 

Shi Hao carefully sized it up. That chest was only a foot tall. It flickered with nine-colored brilliance, as if 

it was made of nine types of Immortal Gold. 

Of course, it was closest to the legendary Seven-Colored Immortal Gold! 

However, upon closer inspection, Shi Hao felt like it wasn’t like Immortal Gold, but a bit like jade. 

“It is most likely carved from the branch of an immortal tree!” The long life tree said, this was its 

opinion. 

It seemed like metal, yet wasn’t, like stone, yet wasn’t, like wood, yet wasn’t wood. It was difficult to say 

what kind of material it was, extremely strange. 

In the end, Shenming and Sanzang woke up, no longer bewildered. They looked at it carefully, 

continuously sighing with praise, finding it hard to hide their excitement. 

It had patterns on its surface that looked extremely complicated, as if there were life imprints coming to 

life one after another. This thing seemed to be alive! 



“I feel like it isn’t a chest, but rather solid, an origin ancient artifact itself!” Shenming said, not thinking 

that it was a chest with something inside. 

“I feel the same way...” Sanzang said. 

Shi Hao was moved. What these two said made sense, perhaps this thing was the source object itself. 

There were no cracks on its surface, as if it was completely solid. 

“Will we be able to turn into Burial Kings?” Shenming said with great excitement. At this moment, she 

reached out her hand, about to grab towards that origin object. 

Hong! 

However, immediately afterwards, she was struck flying, coughing out large amounts of blood, her body 

almost blasted apart. 

Meanwhile, this was still because she had the protection of the patterns bestowed by a Burial King. 

Otherwise, her body and soul would have definitely been wiped out. 

Shi Hao was completely stupefied as he watched. This thing was terrifying after all, it couldn’t be lightly 

touched. 

“Let me try!” Sanzang said. His hands held the magical decree, walking forward, extremely fast. The 

scripture sounds there were great, starting to sound. Symbols surged one after another, rushing 

forward. 

Hong! 

However, he also suffered a rebound. One could actually see flames burning the powerful decree, 

burning a corner. 

Sanzang released a great cry, half his body scorched black, blood flowing out from the corner of his lips, 

also flying out, unable to approach that origin ancient artifact. 

“This... we have no way of touching it. Will we still be able to turn into Burial Kings?” Shenming and 

Sanzang both felt extremely helpless, a bit dispirited. 

It was because they came full of hope, moreover truly successfully entering the ancient palace, yet in 

the end, they couldn’t touch this ancient artifact. 

“You have to understand that even though the ancient cave is here, this artifact might not appear for 

billions of years. If we miss out on this chance, we might never be able to encounter it again...” Sanzang 

found this hard to accept. 

“I am going to continue trying!” Shenming said. 

This thing was this important? Shi Hao became suspicious. It was actually this formidable! Wasn’t it 

enough if Burial Kings just took action themselves? Why did it have to be this troublesome? 

Shi Hao had many questions. He asked the long life tree, asking it for an explanation. 



“What kind of place do you think this is? The fact that you are able to arrive here really is tremendous 

luck. Just how many were able to come here since ancient times?” The old medicine said. 

“Even I can enter, so Burial Kings definitely shouldn’t have any problems. Can’t they just directly take 

action and help their heirs out?” Shi Hao wasn’t convinced. 

“Anyone can come, it is just Burial Kings themselves who can’t. Otherwise, there will definitely be great 

problems!” The long life medicines rejected this thought of his. 

“Why?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

“There were rumors that the appearance of the Burial Kings has something to do with this object!” 

According to the legends this old medicine spoke of, that was an extremely strange phenomenon, one 

that was hard to believe. 

Burial Kings’ appearance was precisely related to this origin ancient artifact. Moreover, the ancient 

artifact could only be seen once in a lifetime, otherwise, if they met again, there will likely be a great 

problem! 

It was to the extent where there were even sayings where, after seeing the origin ancient artifact, 

everything would change, including oneself. 

In short, the Burial Kings couldn’t appear, see it a second time. 

Otherwise, the Burial Kings would change! 

“There are some things where you can try to imply from Shenming and Sanzang. These things that I am 

talking about are all legends, I don’t know the truth.” The immortal medicine said. 

“Are you not scared of us being exposed?” Shi Hao said. 

“It doesn’t matter. Regarding these things, ninety percent of undead knights have no idea, only the 

Golden Undead Knights knowing some more hidden rumors.” The old medicine said like this. 

“The Burial Kings really can’t come themselves?” Shi Hao decisively asked. 

“If Burial Kings come, there will be terrifying things that will appear!” Shenming said. She actually spoke 

about some secrets to Shi Hao’s surprise. 

“Do you all still remember that existence in Heaven Valley? That is Burial King, but because he made 

contact with this place, he then disappeared!” Shenming said. 

“But after he disappeared, another Burial King appeared from the depths of burial land, one who looks 

completely identical to him!” Sanzang said. 

“It is precisely because it is like this that it is terrifying! The two Burial Kings had the exact same outer 

appearances, but their natures were completely different, regarded as two different people!” Shenming 

said. 

This left Shi Hao shocked. This origin ancient artifact was not simple after all. 



“It is rumored that all objects that had something to do with the origin ancient artifact would be 

regarded with utmost importance by Burial Kings. My burial region’s three great Burial Kings subdued 

one object, no one allowed near it.” Sanzang said. 

There was one object buried in the great tomb, a seal established by the three great Burial Kings. No one 

was allowed near that place. 

This made Shi Hao feel the importance of this place once more. This thing was too extraordinary. 

Burial Earth was this sinister? Shi Hao began to think to himself. 

“By relying on it, one can become Burial Kings. However, what do you two plan on doing? There is no 

way of approaching it at all right now!” Shi Hao said. 

He really was confused. How could the item on the platform be this magical? Could it really hold such 

great power? 

Chapter 1492 - Most Powerful Choice 

Shi Hao’s thoughts were all over the place. Through his conversations with Shenming and Sanzang, the 

more he understood, the more he feared that ancient artifact on the sacrificial platform! 

What exactly is this? Even Burial Kings had to maintain a respectful distance, this really was too freakish! 

Even though it was divine, releasing nine-colored brilliance, illuminating the entire ancient palace, 

surging with immortal mist, primal chaos interweaving, it still made Shi Hao feel a wave of alarm. 

He wasn’t like Shenming and Sanzang, longing for this type of thing, eyes full of fanaticism, instead 

feeling great apprehension, always feeling as if something wasn’t quite right. 

Even those as powerful as Burial Kings weren’t willing to come! This chest really was too heaven-

defying. 

Shi Hao thought of many things, every thought making him shiver all over. He felt like he should leave as 

soon as possible, best if he left this thing alone! 

It was to the extent where he had reason to suspect that regardless of whether it was Sanzang or 

Shenming, even if there were Burial Kings supporting them, their intentions might still not be pure. 

They were chosen by the Burial Kings, granted secret treasures, told to come in here, but it was perhaps 

only for the sake of the Burial Kings’ desires to further their research of this ancient artifact, right? 

Shi Hao felt more and more like this had a high chance of being the case! 

After all, this thing was just too frightening, something not even the Burial Kings could control, 

something even they were worried about. They definitely couldn’t ignore it, nor could they completely 

abandon it. 

Perhaps after all these years, they had always been trying to figure it out, researching it. Only, they 

didn’t directly come into contact with it, instead indirectly taking action through others. n((0𝓋𝗲𝐋𝐁1n 



There was previously a Burial King, who, because he couldn’t hold back any more, personally took 

action, wishing to open up this chest. In the end, an unimaginable unforeseen event happened. 

According to what Shenming said, after that night, the Burial King in Heaven Valley seemed to have his 

soul leave him, becoming completely different from before. Just how terrifying of a thing was this? 

Shi Hao didn’t know whether the two Burial Kings behind Shenming and Sanzang investigated what 

exactly happened to that existence in Heaven Valley, if they knew what kind of strange change 

happened. 

There was definitely a heaven shocking great secret! 

In that moment of distraction, Shi Hao’s pupils became deep. This place was not normal, it was best if he 

left earlier. It was because even though this thing was enticing to undead knights, it didn’t hold much 

meaning for him. 

“We cannot get any closer to it, and doing so will only injure us. I think it is best if we leave earlier. This 

ancient cave seems extremely unstable, perhaps something unexpected might happen.” Shi Hao 

suggested. 

Of course, he needed to rely on the immortal medicine’s help in order to speak this burial language. 

“What’s wrong, is brother Huang scared? Haha, this is a tremendous opportunity! Once you miss this 

moment, you will regret it for the rest of your life!” Sanzang said with a smile. His head of long hair 

fluttered about. It was soaked in blood, caused by his injury just now. His body even almost exploded. 

“You have to understand that even when the ancient cave opens, this chest is something that rarely ever 

appears. It isn’t every time that it shows itself!” Shenming also said. Her beautiful face was a bit pale, 

also heavily injured not too long ago. However, her eyes were still burning with passion, clearly with no 

intentions of giving up. 

“I fear that something unexpected might happen.” Shi Hao said. 

“Brother Huang, I think you overthought things. Are you worried that you might end up like the Burial 

King from Heaven Valley, ultimately becoming a completely different person?” Shenming said with a 

smile, carrying a bit of mockery. 

“Indeed, that matter is strange, we can’t help but take that into consideration.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“We already said that that was something that only happens when the ancient artifact is seen a second 

time. Meanwhile, this is the first time we are seeing it, so nothing unforeseen will happen.” Sanzang 

said. 

“From past until now, how many people were able to see this thing? Can you say for sure that those 

who survived all really had nothing unexpected happen to them?” Shi Hao asked. 

“This...” Sanzang was stunned, a bit shocked. 

“I am sure that at the very last, the king of our burial region, the first time she saw it, there was 

definitely nothing unexpected that happened!” Shenming spoke in an extremely resolute manner. 



Shi Hao was stunned. She was actually this confident! However, what kind of status did the Burial King 

have? She was high up above, living for more than a single great era. Would she tell her these things? 

“You have to understand that the Burial Kings might have already existed when the heavens were 

established, existing when the burial regions first took form, can you really understand her? Can you say 

for sure you know what exactly happened before?” Shi Hao didn’t say it too directly, but he believed 

these two were intelligent people. 

“You are saying that we do not know the severity of the situation, that we are taking too much risk?” 

Shenming asked. 

“Don’t tell me that you think we are only chess pieces sent here by the Burial Kings to explore this 

place? Just like the seniors who came here and died since the endless past?” Sanzang said. 

Shenming’s expression also became complicated. She looked at Shi Hao. 

The two of them were both incredibly smart, they knew what Shi Hao was hinting at. 

Meanwhile, from this, it also proved that they had long considered this issue, thinking about it even 

before Shi Hao brought it up. They naturally already developed many thoughts and opinions. 

“However, this is worth taking a risk for. If we succeed, we will become Burial Kings!” Shenming said. 

This was what they truly felt. 

“Even if anything unexpected happens, it is still worth it!” Sanzang said. He became even more crazy, 

saying, “If this body of mine becomes a king, my name will be passed on for endless time!” 

From his words, one could tell that even if a disaster arrived, something strange happening to him, he 

still wouldn’t regret it. Even if in the end, only the flesh could be said to be his, it was still enough. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. These two really were mad. For the sake of becoming Burial Kings, they weren’t 

even scared of having their true selves erased? 

“Undead knights focus on the body. As long as our body exists, with those types of earth in existence, 

the day will come when we can still return!” Shenming said. 

“Correct, if one great era isn’t enough, then we’ll wait two great eras, if that isn’t enough, we’ll sleep for 

a few more great eras!” Sanzang’s eyes burned like flames, extremely fervent, his head of long golden 

hair like suns. 

At this moment, Shi Hao opened his mouth, but what could he still say? He was greatly shaken. 

He recalled the All Life Earth. This thing was a rare precious earth in burial region after all. Was it 

prepared precisely for this type of situation? 

He was already aware that immortal dao existences were fond of All Life Earth, that if they died, if they 

were buried within, legend had it that after endless time passed, that person might be revived. 

“Brother Huang, do you have anything else you wish to tell us?” Shenming said with a smile. 

Shi Hao shook his head. He walked to the side, not wishing to join them. 



At this moment, he stared at the mysterious chest, and also looked at the ancient palace. Then, he 

stared into the void, as if he wanted to see through something. 

During the struggle between the three thousand provinces’ geniuses, they all entered Immortal Ancient 

Remains. They previously saw the Guidance ancient temple. What kind of connection did it share with 

this place? 

After all, not long ago, this place also split apart. Shi Hao vaguely saw black prisons. 

Apart from this, in the depths of Burial Land, there was that Burial King who underwent a strange 

change, as if it became someone completely different. Did it have something to do with the black 

prisons? 

When he thought over these situations, Shi Hao felt a cold chill rise along his back. There were some 

things that made his blood run cold. If one thought deeply about it, it really was terrifying. 

It was because this type of thing didn’t involve only a single era, a single creature, but rather from the 

past until now. It was unknown just how much endless time had passed. 

It was as if there was a hand, a pair of eyes in the darkness pushing everything along, watching 

everything. 

“Let’s join hands!” 

Sanzang and Shenming set their resolution, pressing forward together. They carried the conviction to 

meet their ends attacking with full force! 

“Wait, let me back out!” Shi Hao shouted. It wasn’t because he lacked courage, but because he felt like 

it really wasn’t worth taking the risk with them. 

This was something that belonged to undead knights. Moreover, in his opinion, it was extremely 

inauspicious, thinking that a big issue would arise. He didn’t want to be caught up in this. 

“Brother Huang, could it be that you didn’t know that once this ancient cave is entered, if we don’t 

succeed, we will die? There is no way of leaving halfway.” Sanzang said. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He really wasn’t aware of this situation. Perhaps it was something that not even 

many undead knights didn’t know about. 

Shenming and Sanzang walked forward. In the end, they gave him a look, actually carrying a smile, 

extremely strange given the circumstances. They could actually still smile! 

Could it be that these two discovered a hole in his behavior? Shi Hao stood there, not saying anything, 

silently considering whether he should confront it. Was there really no way of getting out? 

Hong! 

Sanzang moved, producing a magical imprint. He faced the chest on the platform, allowing the Burial 

King magical decree to burn. It turned into a sheet of unmatched scripture, surrounding the origin 

ancient artifact. Shenming released a roar, streak after streak of patterns appeared on her beautiful 

face, the imprints left on her body by Burial Kings. They all appeared, and then flew towards that chest. 



“Not good!” 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. He felt a wave of dangerous aura. That chest was moved. 

Ah... 

Shenming screamed, suffering tremendous pain. Her head of fiery red long hair danced about randomly, 

her entire body covered in cracks, about to break apart. 

It was because that chest shone too brilliantly, as if it could make everything disintegrate. 

Sanzang also released a muffled groan, his body shaking. His four limbs were already broken, blood 

dripping everywhere. However, it was strange, his body didn’t fall, still floating there. 

Many patterns appeared on the chest, flowing with life-like orbits, as if endless creatures were 

recounting the past, speaking, their voices noisy. 

“What is that?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

That chest behaved abnormally, there was something coming out! 

It wasn’t only targeting Sanzang and Shenming, there was something that rushed at Shi Hao as well, 

focusing on him! 

Chapter 1493 - Abnormal Development 

“Ah...” Shenming screamed. There was something approaching her, making her body completely break 

apart, as if she was made of ceramic. She looked like she might explode at any time. 

“Hou!” Sanzang released a roar. His entire body was in intense pain, limbs separated from his body, 

inner organs about to break apart as well. 

A sphere of light flew towards Shenming, wishing to enter her body. 

At the same time, another sphere of light rushed at Sanming, making his body’s bones release gabeng 

gabeng noises, continuously shatter. 

In the distance, Shi Hao was horrified. At this moment, he didn’t care about anything anymore. He no 

longer feared the other two knowing his secret. With a qiang noise, he drew the Everlasting Sword Core. 

Of course, he believed that the two didn’t have time to pay attention to this place, because they were 

long occupied with their own issues, having no extra attention to direct this way. 

Kuangdang! 

At the same time, Shi Hao activated the Darkness Immortal Gold Cauldron, covering himself inside. As 

for the immortal medicine, it was even more slippery, long hiding inside. 

Chi! 

Before it approached the sealed cauldron cover, Shi Hao hacked his sword outwards, stopping that 

object from approaching. 



That was also a sphere of light. He didn’t know what was inside, but he definitely didn’t want it to get 

close to himself. 

“It hurts so much!” Shenming screamed out, her beautiful face distorted, body split, cracking apart, 

finally breaking down. 

Meanwhile, Sanzang was also like this, basically being dismembered. There were many parts of his body 

that came off, blood dripping everywhere, the scene a bit cruel. 

At this time, a shocking change happened. The lights directly rushed at the space between their brows. 

There was no way for them to stop these lights, they immediately rushed in. 

Hong! 

Their frontal bones shone, and then afterwards, the radiance extended to every part of their body, 

shining on them like a sun, lighting up every part of their body. 

Loud noises of joints grinding sounded. The two great Golden Undead Knights’ originally broken bodies 

began to heal at this time, the bones connected. This was extremely strange. 

That chest released light, tearing their bodies apart, but now, there was a sphere of light that entered 

their skull, actually about to heal them. 

“So comfortable!” 

Sanzang released a soft groan. For them, the ice and fire experience was too great of a change, this 

change taking place too quickly and abruptly. 

“Hurry, do as the Burial Kings say, separate the primordial spirit from the body!” Shenming released a 

low shout, stopping his train of thought. 

This type of comfortable feeling left the Golden Undead Knights completely engrossed, unable to free 

themselves. This wasn’t only a joy from the body relaxing, there was also a type of loosening from the 

soul. 

Sanzang became clear-headed. He immediately struggled free, breaking out into cold sweat. 

In that instant, his body was being restored, flesh healing. His broken limbs and other parts long grew 

back. 

Chi! 

Chi! 

Two streaks of light rushed out one after another, these were Shenming and Sanzang’s souls. They 

struggled free from their flesh, leaving their skulls, floating in midair. 

At this moment, they watched quietly as their bodies changed, nourished by the mysterious substance. 

If this continued for a long time, it would definitely undergo rebirth, become an unbreaking body. 

“Is this... our transformation towards becoming Burial Kings?” Shenming was pleasantly surprised. It was 

just like how the legends stated. 



“Don’t be distracted!” Sanzang reminded. 

They stared at their skulls. A hazy radiance shone, flickering about, making their skulls mysterious and 

strange. It was because a powerful life fluctuation was released, essence energy surging, making it 

superior to all other parts of their bodies. 

In the distance, Shi Hao saw everything clearly. He felt a wave of shock, could it be that there really was 

a strange change that was about to happen? 

However, at this time, he couldn’t bother with all of this, because he had his own problems. That sphere 

of light was approaching, about to smash into his body. 

Previously, that slash he released didn’t do anything. That light rushed into the cauldron, so covering the 

cauldron lid now wouldn’t do anything. 

What was different was that his flesh wasn’t injured, never breaking apart. Those two individuals were 

injured because they were too close to the ancient artifact, their bodies collapsing because of this. 

What kind of thing was this? Shi Hao hacked at it. With a chi sound, it struck that sphere of light. This 

time, it was successful, it immediately broke in half. 

However, what left Shi Hao shocked was that it quickly merged together, moreover rushing at Shi Hao’s 

forehead, wishing to enter his skull. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao was furious. His entire body surged with multicolored light, displaying all types of precious 

techniques, overlaying them, sending all of them at this sphere of light. 

However, what left him shocked was that this sphere of light was scattered. After it became several 

hundred strands, it still didn’t give up, continuing to rush at his head. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao brandished his other arm, using that rotten wooden chest to smash at those fragmented 

spheres of light, immediately scattering them. However, in the end, they once again quickly gathered, 

rushing at his skull again. 

What kind of strange thing was this? It was immune to all of these methods? 

It wasn’t that it was useless, but in the end, it would always gather again, as if it had an undying body! 

Cold sweat poured down from Shi Hao’s forehead. He knew that he had to stop it, or else the most 

terrifying result would happen. If the abnormal change took place, who would he end up becoming? 

He did everything he could to resist, even if he couldn’t get rid of this light, he still had to try. He 

continuously made it break apart, stopping it from attacking him. 

At the same time, Shi Hao looked into the distance. Just what kind of actions did those two adopt 

exactly? 



Shenming and Sanzang’s primordial spirits left their bodies, floating in midair, watching as their own 

skulls became resplendent. 

This left Shi Hao shocked. Could it be that they were using this to avoid the abnormal transformation? 

“Our bodies are becoming stronger!” This was Shenming’s voice. n--O𝚟𝐄𝑙𝔟1n 

“Not good, I am being restricted by a wave of power, about to be dragged back into the skull!” Sanzang 

cried out in alarm. 

In the end, the two Golden Undead Knights’ primordial spirits were both pulled at, about to enter their 

skulls gain. This was a shocking change, making both of them shiver in fear. 

It was because they were on guard, fearing that something unexpected might happen. They wanted to 

borrow the origin ancient artifact to strengthen their bodies, allowing them to improve a step further 

while their primordial spirits remained uninvolved. 

However now, it seemed like this wouldn’t work at all. 

This was even done because of the Burial Kings’ guidance, having them first separate themselves, 

observe just what kind of change happened to their bodies. 

The result was now clear, they failed! 

“If we enter our skulls like this, will there really be some abnormal transformation?” Shenming’s 

expression was pale. 

“Impossible, this is the first time we’ve seen the ancient artifact, nothing inauspicious will happen!” 

Sanzang shook his head, trying to stir himself up. 

Chi! 

Immediately afterwards, they rushed towards their skulls. This process was beyond their control, they 

were immediately pulled inside. 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly, personally seeing this scene. He felt like this result was extremely terrifying. 

Were the two of them still there? Were they still alive? 

The two Golden Undead Knights closed their eyes, actually sitting down. Their bodies shone, nurtured 

by a wave of powerful life force. They were wrapped within, becoming like cocoons. 

“Get lost!” Shi Hao roared. 

He put away the cauldron and sword,because these were useless. No matter how he attacked, this thing 

would still recombine together. 

He had previously thought about activating the sword core, making the being on the copper coffin 

appear, as well the ancient burial ground scene flowing with blood, but he failed. 

Just now, only the ascension immortal light appeared. The sword core was brilliant, but couldn’t stop 

this from happening. 



Chi! 

In the end, the divine multicolored light that had turned into hundreds of strands rushed into Shi Hao’s 

body, quickly heading towards his skull, forming a sphere of light there, wishing to attach itself to his 

primordial spirit. 

Even now, he didn’t know what kind of blasted thing this was! 

Shi Hao resisted with everything he had, but this thing was extremely strange. It turned into ripple-like 

flowing light, wishing to nourish and reach into his primordial spirit. 

“Get lost!” 

This was the first time Shi Hao ever felt this nervous, even his scalp felt like it was becoming numb. Even 

though he wasn’t injured, he still felt like he had to stop this, that he couldn’t allow this type of situation 

to happen. 

However, he felt a bit powerless, unable to stop this sphere of light. It was clearly about to merge with 

his primordial spirit. 

At the same time, he saw Shenming and Sanzang in the distance suddenly open their eyes, nodding 

towards him. This really was strange. 

One had to understand that just now, the two of them were still resisting, yet now, they completely 

relaxed. 

Moreover, they now had peaceful smiles, as if they were bathing in autumn winds. However, in Shi 

Hao’s opinion, there was nothing more frightening than this. 

Then, those two closed their eyes again, as if entering seclusion, experiencing something. 

What land of origin? Shi Hao wanted to roar out. This place was too sinister. Could it be that Burial Kings 

were born just like this?! 

Ah... 

Shi Hao cried out, doing everything he could. His entire body’s essence energy erupted, and then three 

streaks of immortal energy bloomed, emerging above his head. Three great dao flowers blossomed. 

There were small figures seated within two of them. Right now, they both suddenly opened their eyes, 

raising their heads and roaring into the heavens! 

Of the two supreme little figures, one of them seemed to be living in the distant past, but it had 

tremendous power, making that sphere of light actually tremble. There was another one that lived in 

the present, also extremely powerful. It was as if cold electrical light flickered about in its eyes, staring at 

that sphere of light. 

Unfortunately, these two little figures were both restricted. 

The one who was suspected to live in the endless past had a reincarnation imprint on it, binding it in 

place, while the one who lived in the present world had a streak of primordial energy wrapped around 

it, binding it. 



Despite this being the case, they were still struggling, entering Shi Hao’s skull! 

This actually produced intimidation effects! 

That sphere of light didn’t dare act recklessly in the end, backing out, sticking to the space between his 

brows. 

Qiang! 

At this moment, Shi Hao moved the sword core. This was the Everlasting Immortal Sword, currently 

already shrunk to an inch in length, appearing between his brows. 

Those two little figures roared out together. The sword core actually shone, becoming incomparably 

resplendent. Then, the ancient burial land appeared, blood flowing. A copper coffin floated on the lake, 

that human figure sitting there. 

Hong! 

When this scene appeared, that sphere of light scattered, this time truly wiped out. It quickly exploded, 

actually destroyed. 

In the end, only a shallow marking was left between Shi Hao’s brows. If one didn’t look carefully, they 

wouldn’t notice it at all. 

When everything calmed down, Shi Hao felt his entire body covered in cold sweat. He almost collapsed 

from dehydration! 

Even now, he didn’t know what that sphere of light was. However, he felt like he definitely couldn’t 

allow it to enter his skull and merge with his primordial spirit. 

Suddenly, a mountain collapsing, sea roaring sound was released. That chest on the platform shook 

intensely, and then the entire palace cracked apart. At the same time, the ancient cave outside shook, 

also producing densely packed cracks. 

A powerful wave of energy appeared. At the same time, it surrounded Shi Hao, Shenming, and Sanzang. 

The immortal medicine trembled. It hid inside Shi Hao’s body, clearly seeing everything. It associated 

this with some of the rumors it heard throughout its endless life, making it shiver deep down from its 

very soul. 

“Shenming, Sanzang, are you two alright?” Shi Hao asked. 

The two didn’t reply, their eyes tightly shut. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a streak of light rushed out from the chest, tearing apart the void, opening up a brilliant 

tunnel, moreover sending them into it. 

Chapter 1494 - Great Storm 

This streak of light opened up a passage that tore through the void, linking up to the outside world. They 

directly disappeared from this ancient palace just like that, leaving Burial Abyss. 



During this process, the void continuously exploded, overflowing with color, extremely dangerous. This 

passage was extremely unstable, great void cracks hacking down from time to time. 

If these landed on an ordinary person’s body, then they would be directly hacked apart! 

Shi Hao hid in the Darkness Immortal Gold Cauldron, treating this situation seriously, on guard. 

Those two individuals’ eyes were still closed, not waking up, but they were fortunate, not a single void 

crack touched them, remaining unaffected this entire time. 

Hong! 

A loud noise sounded. They were sent out of the passage, triggering cries of alarm. 

“They came out!” 

“They actually made it out safely, this... really is a tremendous opportunity! Could it be that they have a 

chance of becoming Burial Kings?” 

It was clear that they arrived above Burial Abyss. A group of Golden Undead Knights still didn’t leave. 

When they saw the there individuals struggle free, they were all stupefied, revealing great shock. 

However, the passage that was opened up was too extraordinary. It was accompanied by the leftover 

radiance of the ancient palace, blasting through this place and extending straight to the surface. 

One had to understand that this underground cave’s rocks were extremely special, incomparably tough, 

difficult for even long life medicines to use earth to escape, or else it wouldn’t have been trapped here. 

However now, it was easily blasted through by that radiance. 

Sou! 

A streak of light flickered. The long life medicine fled, leaving Shi Hao’s body, escaping in the smoke and 

dust. 

All of this happened too quickly! 

It was because just now, Shi Hao was still in the ancient cave, still standing in the palace, facing a life and 

death threat, trying to think of a way to deal with it, who would have expected that he would have 

instantly escape from that dangerous place? 

He quickly chased after it. Even though he obtained the rotten wooden chest, that long life tree was also 

one of his objectives. If he could obtain it, it might solve Great Elder Meng Tianzheng’s greatest 

problem! 

A stalk of long life medicine could definitely create a true immortal, even if the environment changed, 

no longer permitting immortal ascension! 

However, he was extremely unfortunate, the immortal medicine was too slippery. It had lived for an 

endless amount of time, long become sentient. The moment it escaped the ancient palace, it chose to 

run, seizing the only chance it had to run. 



Shi Hao rushed to the surface from the underground burial vein. He saw lush plants of all different 

types, just didn’t see the old medicine. 

This filled him with incomparable regret. He was just that close! The old medicine was originally even at 

his side, yet he still let it go. 

Sunlight scattered down, warm as it scattered down on one’s body. Shi Hao lowered his head to give the 

underground world a look, that place was a bit cold and gloomy. Even though his time underground was 

short, if was as if he was in a whole different world, the dark Burial Abyss like hell itself. 

“The underground is the undead knights’ world.” 

Shi Hao said to himself. Then, he quickly left, turning into a streak of flowing light, vanishing from this 

place. 

When he had just left, a few undead knights rushed to the surface. Meanwhile, Shenming and Sanzang 

woke up, staring into the distant mountain range. 

“What do you think? Is he really my race’s Golden Undead Knight?” Shenming asked. 

“I don’t think so, we will meet him again, heh heh...” Sanzang carried a smile, his head of long golden 

hair fluttering about. 

“What are your plans?” Shenming asked. 

“To see the outside world. Since someone can enter my Burial Earth, then I naturally can enter their 

world as well!” Sanzang said. 

When the other undead knights looked at these two, they all felt like they changed. There was an 

indescribable feeling about them. Could it be because they obtained natural luck in Burial Abyss? 

“It is as if I returned to the world of yang from the nether world!” Shi Hao walked in the divine 

mountains, saying to himself. Interacting with undead knights really took quite a toll on him. 

Just what kind of species were they? Most of them were like ancient corpses, buried in underground 

coffins, a few of them like those from the outside world, some even more divine, impossible to 

differentiate. 

Burial region was too mysterious, no one willing to head into its depths, even less people daring to truly 

dig up the graves! 

“This thing is too troublesome, I don’t have any way of putting it away.” Shi Hao felt a bit helpless. He 

held the rotten wooden chest in his hands, there was no way of storing it inside of him at all, nor could 

he place it in any spatial magical artifacts. 

If he continued to carry it in his hands like this, it would be too conspicuous. Once the foreign creatures 

saw him, they definitely wouldn’t hesitate to chase him across hundreds of thousands of li. 

Of course, if Anlan and Shutuo knew, then they would likely cross realms to kill him and seize this rotten 

wooden chest! 



Shi Hao felt a headache. He felt like things weren’t too good. If he was discovered by the Fearless Lion, 

Gu Clan, or Emperor Clan’s young great one, then he would be in danger. 

He had to hurry and return to Imperial Pass. Otherwise, there was a chance of him dying at any time. 

Qiang! 

In an isolated place, Shi Hao attacked the rotten wooden chest with everything he had, trying to see 

what was inside. As a result, multicolored light overflowed, the noises deafening, but it just didn’t 

budge! 

It was to the extent where he drew the Everlasting Sword Core, hacking at the chest, but it was similarly 

useless. This chest was ridiculously sturdy, not opening no matter what he did. 

“Sigh, this sword core has always acted passively, never taking the initiative to attacks. When it 

completely displays its power after being stimulated, I’ll use it to hack at this wooden chest.” Shi Hao 

was unwilling to accept this result.` 

He raised his head towards the sky, and then towards the verdant mountain forest. What kind of place 

was this? 

He had to return, but he definitely couldn’t take the path through where the undead knights resided. 

That place definitely led to the Ancient Burial Land, if he really headed in that direction, then he would 

definitely be gone forever! 

“The place where the rotten wooden chest resided is in between Divine Medicine Mountain Range, 

Burial Earth, and Heavenly Beast Mountain Forest. Burial Earth definitely can’t be taken, Heavenly Beast 

Forest is also extremely dangerous, don’t tell me I have to return through Divine Medicine Mountain 

Range? 

Shi Hao felt a headache. He didn’t know if the foreign side’s people were still holed up in that place. The 

path of return was going to be difficult, what did he have to do to peacefully return to Imperial Pass? 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Burial Earth, Heavenly Beast Forest, these were all strange places with 

strange environments. It was extremely difficult to open a spatial passage through these places, or else 

they wouldn’t be known as danger spots. 

These regions successfully interfered with the normal paths of cultivators, just like a heavenly moat. 

“This won’t do, I have to choose a different path. Otherwise, those bastards from the other side will 

most likely have their pouches open, just waiting for me to jump in!” Shi Hao mumbled. 

He was anxious and frightened, but after carefully thinking things over, he felt that Shutuo and Anlan 

shouldn’t be able to do anything to him! 

It was because they had prepared for many years, and only then did they display that realm crossing 

strike. However, in the end, they still failed, stopped by a Burial King. If they wanted to take action again, 

the degree of difficulty would most likely be unimaginable, and they had to wait for a long time. 

However, Shi Hao knew that the foreign side’s creatures were most likely going to move out on a large 

scale soon. 



In reality, the current outside world was even more tense than he had imagined, even more terrifying. 

News of Shi Hao pursuing the rotten wooden chest was leaked out, triggering a great commotion! 

Even if they weren’t sure if he could catch that stalk of immortal medicine, this stirred up a heaven 

shocking storm. 

For the other side, the appearance of the ancient artifact created a huge disturbance! 

At the very least, the cultivators in Divine Medicine Mountain Range all went crazy. An order has long 

been released, which was that Huang must be captured no matter the cost. 

Of course, they wanted to find that stalk of medicine as well! 

The long life medicine was incredibly precious, but in their opinion, its value was far less than the rotten 

wooden chest. The reason why it was being pursued was completely because of that chest. 

“I refused to believe that Huang can catch that immortal medicine. That thing is too cunning, it can fly 

into the sky and escape through the earth, possessing an innate advantage!” This was the judgment of 

ninety percent of people. 

However, the other side still weren’t willing to relax. All those who came into contact with that rotten 

wooden chest had to be seized! 

This was especially the case right now with Huang chasing after that stalk of immortal medicine. They 

just feared that he might obtain it. If that happened, then things would be much more troublesome. n--

𝑜)-𝓥-(ℯ..𝓁-/𝒃))I.-n 

“Damn it, isn’t that a stalk of medicine? Why did it end up getting involved?” Someone from the foreign 

side cursed. 

Many experts were speechless. This was just a stalk of old medicine, yet it was this crazy, competing 

with them over the chest. They really didn’t know what to say about this. 

This matter was even more serious than what Shi Hao imagined. The foreign side’s creatures simply 

went crazy, large numbers of men rushing over, about to overturn this place. 

“Why aren’t we asking Anlan and Shutuo ancient ancestors for their opinion? They can definitely find 

where the rotten wooden chest is right now!” Someone suggested. 

“Do you think we need you to tell us? However, there is no way of deducing the whereabouts of that 

chest, there won’t be any results. When it is the target of divination, only an expanse of primal chaos 

can be seen.” Someone said with a sigh, feeling extremely helpless. 

Not even Anlan or Shutuo could do anything. After all, they were stopped by Heaven Abyss on the other 

side, moreover, that chest really was too extraordinary. 

The reason why the foreign side could find that piece of vile earth wasn’t because the undying kings 

deduced that area, but purely because of an ancient map. 



“Reporting! Gu Clan’s supreme being has arrived, Emperor Clan’s supreme beings have also arrived. This 

matter has been stirred big now, the most powerful creatures this world can tolerate have personally 

come!” 

In Divine Medicine Mountain Range’s vicinity, there was a Self Release Realm great cultivator who said. 

This triggered a huge commotion. Emperor Clans were extremely few, and Gu Clan was a race 

comparable to immortal kings. With even the supreme beings of this type of race appearing, the effects 

of this matter would definitely be unimaginable. 

It was clear that the foreign side’s highest level was completely disturbed. If the undying existences 

could cross over, they would definitely flock over! 

Outside Divine Medicine Mountain Range, everything already erupted. This was an unprecedented great 

disturbance, and then it quickly turned into a great storm! 

As for the warning Shi Hao previously had the female undead knight release, making some dried-up 

bones walk out from Divine Medicine Mountain range, give a warning in the desert, it made Great Elder 

Meng Tianzheng stop, he didn’t enter this place. 

Actually, Meng Tianzheng knew just how dangerous it was. However, for the sake of rescuing Shi Hao, 

he didn’t hesitate to put himself in danger! 

When Great Elder learned that Shi Hao wasn’t in danger inside Divine Medicine Mountain Range, using a 

different method to declare his safety, moreover give him a warning instead, he temporarily calmed 

down, staying far away from this trap. 

Now, this region became a source of chaos. It already exceeded the anticipation of both sides in the 

beginning, all of this because of the appearance of the rotten wooden chest. 

“Huang might have obtained that thing? This won’t do, hurry and move out, seize that wooden chest!” 

It wasn’t just the other side, even Imperial Pass found it hard to calm down, producing great waves. 

“Huang, your life really is quite persistent! Not only did you not die, you even seemed to have obtained 

that ancient object. However, it doesn’t belong to you!” 

... 

Shi Hao never would have expected that the little butterfly that was himself, with just a slight flap of its 

wings, would stir up a storm in both sides. Great waves surged, a great storm approaching. 

Chapter 1495 - Inescapable Net 

“It really is unexpected, Huang’s life really is tenacious, escaping from disaster even after running into 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range. In the end, he even entered that legendary place while holding that 

ruined diagram, obtaining great natural luck!” 

In Imperial Pass, there were many people who were discussing this matter. 

It was because the news they received from Desolate Border was too shocking. The other side’s great 

army gathered in Divine Medicine Mountain Range, converging in Burial Earth’s underground vein. It 



was to the extent where they even dared enter Heavenly Beast Forest! They really mustered large 

forces! 

They already obtained definite information that many experts from the other side moved out, swarming 

towards that hornet’s nest. All of them went crazy, searching for Huang. 

This triggered great commotion in Imperial Pass, none of them expecting a Void Dao Realm young 

expert to have actually smashed through the heavens! 

“We must save him, there is no need to think too much about it. Huang definitely obtained something 

that has made the other side’s eyes red, that artifact can most likely produce fatal threat to the other 

side. Otherwise, why would they go crazy like this?” 

Inside Imperial Pass, the pro-war faction suggested, wishing to immediately provide assistance, fight to 

the end with the other side’s experts. 

Of course, the hidden disturbance was even more unimaginable. Both sides were arguing with each 

other, different opinions represented different interests. 

“We are going to provide assistance. Open the gates, we will go to war immediately!” 

This was the city’s unanimous cry, this place erupting with noise! 

Soon afterwards, the city gates were opened. A spatial path was opened, sending out group after group 

into the great desert outside the city. 

These were several different groups of people, released in batches! 

Even though there were many people shouting loudly, as for which people were sincere and which 

carried hidden motives, that was hard to say. 

They always shouted ‘to rescue Huang’ because they wanted to leave the city, this was a major reason! 

There really were some who wanted to save Shi Hao, incredibly nervous, scared that he might die, that 

he might be killed after being captured by the foreign army. 

However, there were others who had cold expressions in their eyes, not saying a single word after they 

left, quickly rushing out. They wanted to find Huang a step before the others, obtain the natural luck 

from his hands. 

As time went on, many people inside Imperial Pass also knew that there was a great grave in the vile 

earth, that what ultimately emerged from it was a rotten wooden chest. 

It had to be said that Desolate Border was too crazy. Because there were just too many people, this 

place became extremely noisy as a result, that was why there weren’t any secrets left. Even the 

cultivators of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths knew about this. 

Of course, there were still some people in Imperial Pass who had additional channels of information, 

long obtaining reports. 

“Hurry up, we need to hurry over, definitely have to save Huang!” 



This was a group of hot-blooded knights, all of them seated on powerful barbaric beasts, covered in 

armor that flowed with dark light. It was as if a stream of metal flew across the air. 

The barbaric beast mounts were incomparably massive. They flew through the sky, speeds extremely 

fast. 

This was Imperial Pass’ most powerful group of people, iron-blooded and vicious. In the great battles 

against the other side, they were the most courageous and powerful. 

It was precisely this group of people who insisted on supporting Huang. 

It could be said that this group’s numbers were great, but they knew that once they entered Divine 

Medicine Mountain Range, they definitely had to fight a bloody battle, many of them wouldn’t be able 

to return to Imperial Pass. However, they still charged forward bravely, wishing to slaughter their way in. 

“We aren’t doing this for selfish reasons, but rather for the public good! Huang might have obtained 

something incredible, so it has to be brought back, we cannot allow it to fall into the hands of the other 

side!” There were powerful individuals who roared out, boosting everyone’s morale. 

In reality, there was no need for any encouragement, everyone had already set their resolutions to fight 

to the death. 

This wave of steel stream rushed through the sky, absolutely deafening, killing intent overflowing into 

the heavens. However, they were intercepted along the way. 

This was a single youngster covered in golden armor, aura matchless. He stood there, stopping 

everyone. 

“Great Elder Meng Tianzheng!” Someone cried out in alarm, recognizing him. 

“Return, do not throw away your lives. There are many foreign supreme beings there, it is useless no 

matter how many head there!” Great Elder stopped them, not allowing them to throw away their lives. 

“But Huang is inside there! Even if we don’t save him, that thing can’t be lost!” Someone said. 

“This is something that I will think about. Huang has previously found a way to pass on a message, telling 

us that we should not approach. The foreign troops had long opened up their bags, just waiting for us to 

jump in and throw our lives away. Moreover, Huang is momentarily safe from danger!” Great Elder said. 

That place was clearly a tiger’s den, dragon’s pool. The foreign side’s people have all gone crazy, all of 

them searching for Shi Hao, even an Emperor Clan’s supreme being came. It was incomparably 

dangerous. 

Great Elder understood that it wouldn’t change much no matter how many people went out to rescue 

him, that they would only be throwing their lives away. 

This was the reason why he left alone before, not bringing any troops with him. 

Great Elder had already seen that Shi Hao definitely carried similar worries. He was willing to take on 

everything alone, not wishing to drag down Imperial Pass’ men with him, not wishing for them to throw 

away their lives. 



Great Elder Meng Tianzheng decisively stopped these people. He really wanted to rescue Shi Hao, but he 

couldn’t let these people’s blood splatter across the demonic earth. 

There were several other waves of power who also came from Imperial Pass, not encountering Great 

Elder, intentionally avoiding him, not following this group of knights. 

There were people within these cultivators who were discussing amongst themselves too. 

“Huang, you are dead for sure! Establishing a grudge with my clan, today, your natural luck will be ours, 

it will be used to complete the old ancestor. Desolate Border will be your burial ground!” 

“Exactly, that thing might allow my clan to rise up, produce an existence comparable to an undying 

king!” 

It was clear that they came from long life families, having a sharp intuition towards that item, 

understanding a bit. Now, they hid their auras, wishing to intercept and kill Huang! 

This was a group of extremely dangerous power, the destructive force they carried could be extremely 

terrifying. 

There was another wave of power who were even faster, all of them approaching the Divine Medicine 

Mountain Range, but they didn’t stop, not scared of encountering the other side. 

“If we charge forward like this, won’t we be discovered by the other side? If that happens, this is simply 

suicide!” There were people in this group who were worried. 

“It’s fine, we aren’t truly getting close, but rather moving around. Moreover, I have a bone tile here that 

can ensure that we won’t be attacked!” 

“What? Those from the other side will let us go if they see this tile?” The faces of the youngsters in this 

group went pale. They understood clearly what this meant. They were immediately stunned, instantly 

understanding many things. 

They were defecting! 

This word now truly appeared in their minds. Could it be that their clan was going to betray Imperial 

Pass, collude with the foreign side? 

The recent commotions about matters of betrayal actually had to do with their own families! This made 

these youngsters shiver inwardly, the mental shock too great. 

“There’s no need to think too much about it. I know all of you are intelligent. The reason why you all 

were chosen to leave the pass is because of our trust in you all!” An elder said. He was the leader. 

In reality, there weren’t that many youngsters, most of them top level experts in the clan. Otherwise, 

their uses here wouldn’t be that great. 

“It doesn’t matter even if we tell you all. This isn’t only true for our clan in Imperial Pass, at the very 

least, we know there is another clan that has renounced the dark to seek the light, making 

considerations for their own clan’s fate, making considerations for leaving behind a path of life.” The 

elder said. 



His words left a few people shocked, difficult for them to say anything. 

“Forget it. Before returning to Imperial Pass, I will remove this piece of memory from your minds to 

avoid things being leaked out. There definitely must not be any mistake.” 

“This...” 

“Remember, we have to move fast, be the first to find Huang. Move even faster than the other long life 

clans in Imperial Pass. We have to be the first one to receive him!” The elder shouted. 

According to what he said, this was related to their clan’s fate, this was a moment of great contribution. 

“Are we really betraying Imperial Pass or not? Are we going to provide support for Huang?” A youngster 

was confused. 

“Fool, we are obviously providing support from the surface, or else how could we guide out Huang? This 

is what the other side’s experts asked us to do.” The elder shouted. 

If Shi Hao was here, a chill would definitely be running through his back. The men who were providing 

him with reinforcements were extremely terrifying, staring at him like venomous snakes, wishing to 

draw him out, and then act viciously. 

It was because the other side had already been searching for a long time, yet just couldn’t find Shi Hao. 

They believed that he went into hiding inside of the Burial Land or Heavenly Beast Forest and other 

places. 

Meanwhile, if Imperial Pass’ people came, then he would definitely show himself! 

This was something that couldn’t be guarded against. Once Shi Hao appeared, he would suffer a 

disaster. 

A vicious storm was stirring about. Desolate Border was noisier than ever before, experts emerging forth 

in large numbers, all of them looking for Huang! 

--- 

“Open!” This was Shi Hao’s voice. 

Along the way, he really didn’t want to give up, continuously trying, wishing to open up this rotten 

wooden chest. It was extremely regretful, he had this thing on him, yet didn’t know how to use it, 

unable to open it. 

His speed was extremely fast, not reduced. Even when he was researching the rotten wooden chest, he 

was still like lightning, traveling through the mountain ridges, rushing straight through, heading towards 

the distant great earth. 

This region was extremely vast. The amount of land Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Burial Land, and 

Heavenly Beast Forest covered seemed endless, stretching as far as the eye can see. 

Shi Hao sped along. Ancient trees towered in the mountains, there were all types of dangerous places, 

but he was more scared than hurt, not encountering anything too dangerous. 



He headed for Heavenly Beast Forest, of course, he didn’t run straight there, but rather remained close 

to the Divine Medicine Mountain Range side. He planned to pass through this way. 

It was because Burial Land was directly rejected by him, there were countless graves there, every one of 

them possibly burying a powerful expert, there was no way for him to safely move through it at all. 

If he really rushed in, only heaven knew just what level of existence he would run into. It wouldn’t be 

too strange even if he ended up seeing the Burial King who raised a phoenix as a chicken. 

As for Divine Medicine Mountain Range, he definitely couldn’t move through that place now. He knew 

even without thinking about it that there were troops everywhere. The foreign army was definitely 

wandering about that place. 

As a result, there was only one direction left, Heavenly Beast Forest. 

Before that, Shi Hao didn’t see this as an option at all, because this place was too terrifying. There were 

powerful heavenly beasts whistling past above the mountain forest. Once he encountered one, it would 

definitely be extremely dangerous. 

However, Shi Hao had no choice. If he didn’t go this way, the other two paths could both be considered 

paths of inevitable death. 

He arrived after who knew how much time had passed. Shi Hao approached Heavenly Beast Forest, 

passing through the boundless mountainous regions, actually really hurrying here. 

He was extremely shocked. One had to understand that the area Divine Medicine Mountain Range, 

Burial Land, and Heavenly Beast Forest encompassed was extremely terrifying, a single mistake and 

there was a risk of dying. 

However, he was more scared than hurt, the journey could still be considered rather smooth. He arrived 

at Heavenly Beast Mountain. 

“There were actually no creatures who attacked me along the way?” Shi Hao said to himself, feeling like 

things were a bit strange. Things went way too smoothly. 

Up ahead, the forest was lush, trees incredibly large and tall, many reaching over a thousand zhang in 

height, to the extent where there were even ancient trees that were several zhang tall, even more grand 

than mountain peaks. 

Shi Hao sighed, this was worthy of being Heavenly Beast Forest. 

He felt a bit of hesitation. He walked forward, making it through this place. 

Aohou... 

A loud roar sounded, shaking up all of the ancient trees until they swayed back and forth, leaves falling, 

even heaven and earth shaking. n𝕠𝒱𝖊(𝗅𝐛/In 

Just how terrifying of an ancient beast was this? It could release this type of matchless force even from 

an endless distance away! 



Shi Hao rose up, gazing into the distance. Moreover, he opened his Heavenly Eyes, seeing a shocking 

scene. 

There was an ancient beast that was incredibly large. A rusted giant war spear was impaled in its skull, 

passing right through the other side of it. 

That war spear carried faint immortal energy! 

“This is...” Shi Hao was incredibly shaken. 

Just how powerful was this ancient beast? It was unimaginable! 

He thought of a legend. It was rumored that Heavenly Beast Forest had an ancient beast that didn’t have 

its own consciousness, because in the last great era, its skull was impaled by a war spear. However, it 

just didn’t die, living in this ancient forest. 

He actually encountered it? 

Even though Shi Hao felt some hesitation, in the end, he still rushed into this forest. It was precisely 

because there was this ancient beast, that there was a chance of stopping the foreign great army. 

Chapter 1496 - Heavenly Beast Forest 

Heavenly Beast Forest was incredibly vast. There were giant trees everywhere, every single one over ten 

thousand years old, incredibly large and thick. 

According to normal reasoning, this type of ancient tree should have long developed intelligence, 

however, just ike Burial Earth and Divine Medicine Mountain Range, no matter how long these plants 

lived for, it was still difficult for them to develop intelligence. Moreover, even if there were some 

ancient trees who were powerful, their wills were still indistinct, as if they lacked souls! 

This was a type of extremely strange phenomenon. This region seemed to restrict the intelligence of 

creatures. 

Huala! 

Right at this time, a dark green long vine moved about, sweeping towards Shi Hao like a great python, 

making even the surface rupture. 

This mountainous vine was extremely thick, as wide as a house. If one didn’t look carefully, it really did 

look like a young dragon. The dark green color carried a bold and strong feeling. With a peng noise, it 

directly pierced through Shi Hao’s body. 

He dodged, quickly escaping. That mountainous vine withdrew into the distance, becoming still again, 

wrapping around a mountain peak. 

“A Jade Flood Dragon Vine, a powerful species. As long as it reaches the thickness of an arm, it can 

activate the imprints passed down by its ancestors, begin cultivation, yet this vine’s consciousness is also 

blurry.” Shi Hao was shocked. This was originally a type of divine vine! 

Ao... 



Tiger roars echoed through the forest, the mountain region trembled. A black tiger charged out, its size 

as tall as a mountain peak, carrying a terrifying aura. It rushed past, when its four claws landed on the 

ground, the great earth collapsed, ancient trees snapping. 

One could see that there was an area here that was completely barren, clearly the result of its roaming. 

Fortunately, Heavenly Beast Forest was vast, otherwise, how could a normal mountain forest be able to 

tolerate its existence? It was incredibly massive, able to easily ruin large areas of land. 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly. This was definitely a heavenly beast. It was massive, strength powerful, at the 

peak of the Self Release Realm! 

The so-called heavenly beasts normally referred to giant ancient beasts who had lived for an endless 

amount of time, moreover with strength at the Self Release Realm, some even at the Supreme Being 

Realm! 

Otherwise, why would they be called heavenly beasts? 

This black tiger’s eyes were scarlet red, carrying a malevolent aura, as well as an ancient feeling. It had 

lived for too many years. 

Shi Hao had long went into hiding. His entire being was like a dead dead tree, without the slightest bit of 

activity. He sighed inwardly, feeling like he really was unlucky. He encountered a heavenly beast right 

when he entered this forest. 

However, he was a bit curious as well. This black tiger’s condition seemed a bit off, even though its eyes 

were scarlet red, a bit sinister, they lacked intelligence, a bit sluggish. 

“Hou...” In the distance, another beast roar sounded, as if released in provocation, also as if it was 

issuing a challenge to fight. 

This entire mountain range began to tremble because of these soundwaves. 

The blood radiance in the black tiger’s eyes burned brighter. It raised its head, roaring out in response. 

Then, it turned into a streak of black lightning, a mountain ridge collapsing under its feet, leaping 

towards the direction where the provocative roar sounded. 

“As expected, regardless of whether it is the Heavenly Beast Forest or Divine Medicine Mountain Range, 

the intelligence of these creatures have all become muddled. Otherwise, they might have already 

noticed me.” Shi Hao released a breath of relief. 

When he chose Heavenly Beast Forest, he had long made mental preparations, knowing that it was 

going to be incredibly dangerous, because there were just too many powerful creatures here. 

He had no other choice. The foreign creatures cut off the other paths of life, he could only take a risk 

with this place. 

Fortunately, there was something wrong with these heavenly beasts’ intelligence, their divine senses 

not that sharp! 



Shi Hao became more and more careful. He had just entered Heavenly Beast Forest, so only heaven 

knew how many problems there would be once he went in deeper. 

When he left the area where the black tiger roamed, Shi Hao discovered that this forest was extremely 

quiet, as if it lacked life force, lacking the vitality it ought to have. 

“What do those giant beasts even eat?” Shi Hao wondered. 

Perhaps at their cultivation realms, they only need to take in heaven and earth essence energy, this was 

what he thought. However, did these heavenly beasts not have any descendants? 

Suddenly, Shi Hao’s fine hairs stood on end. He quickly shifted sideways, evading a wave of alarming 

killing intent. 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions. Shi Hao’s body shook violently, entire body flying out. He coughed out large 

mouthfuls of blood, receiving heavy injuries. 

If not for him putting on the Lightning Emperor’s armor before entering the mountain forest, he would 

have been blasted through. That wave of power was too great, difficult to resist. 

Even though he had the armor protecting him, his body was still splitting apart, smashed by that 

powerful wave of power until his flesh was badly mangled, some of his bones already cracked. 

How terrifying of a thing was this? One had to understand that his flesh was incomparably powerful, 

difficult to find others in the younger generation who could compare. 

However, while wearing the Lightning Emperor’s armor, he actually still suffered serious injuries! 

Shi Hao tumbled out, quickly drawing the Everlasting Sword Core to protect himself. 

This was a purple mouse. It wasn’t that large, only the size of a palm. It really was shifty-eyed, carrying 

malice as it stared at him. 

“This is bad!” Shi Hao was shocked. This rat had spiritual senses. Even though it didn’t seem that strong, 

comparatively speaking, it could still be considered a rather normal creature. 

This rat was at the Self Release Realm! 

“Heavenly Mouse!” 

When Shi Hao focused his attention, he recalled a species recorded in bone books. Even though it was of 

the mouse species, its innate skills were extremely great, able to seize all types of heaven and earth 

natural luck, and grow to extremely terrifying levels. They were known as Heavenly Mice. 

It was because this type of creature would ultimately become comparable to heavenly beasts! 

Its only fault was that it couldn’t breed as rapidly as other mice species. Their numbers were always 

small, or else this really would be a species that was difficult to deal with. 

“Scoundrel, you dare mount a sneak attack on me?!” Shi Hao shouted. 



Immediately afterwards, he chuckled inwardly. Even though he encountered great danger, running into 

great trouble, the word scoundrel still made him relax a bit, this word too fitting for that purple 

creature, even though it was a Self Release Realm expert. 

Sure enough, this rat was angered, exposing its mouthful of terrifyingly sharp snow-white teeth. 

“By seizing this rare chance where I managed to gather my consciousness, perhaps I can borrow your 

body to leave this damned place!” This rat said with a cold smile. 

Shi Hao had a strange feeling. In the past, which one of his opponents weren’t bold and powerful, huge 

and sturdy? This was the first time he faced this kind of small mouse, moreover feel this threatened. 

At the same time, he was shaken up as well. From the Heavenly Mouse’s words, it seemed like there 

were secrets here. This Heavenly Beast Forest restricted their spiritual intelligence? 

These creatures would occasionally become clear-headed? 

“What kind of strangeness is there with this place? Can you and those other heavenly beasts recover 

from this?” Shi Hao backed up while asking. 

“It’s not a big deal even if I tell you, because you need to know these things to properly take care of this 

body for me.” The Heavenly Mouse harbored evil intentions as it stared at Shi Hao, desiring his body. 

“You scoundrel, speak!” Shi Hao wasn’t polite at all. 

This palm-sized mouse’s whiskers jumped, really wanting to act out, slap him to death. Even though it 

was of the mouse race, it was still a Self Release Realm great cultivator in the end, yet it was actually 

looked down on by a human race brat, ridiculed like this! 

“This mountain forest is a prison. After entering this place, if one stays here for too long, then they will 

forever be trapped here, the flesh also becoming cages that seal the spirit.” The Heavenly Mouse said. 

Heavenly Beast Forest was a prison? Just how shocking was this? 

Eventually, one’s own flesh would become a cage, this was even more terrifying. 

No wonder it had its eyes on Shi Hao’s body. This was a chance to escape after finally being clear-

headed after endless time had passed. 

“Damn rat, you dare scheme against me? Keep dreaming!” Shi Hao shouted. He fiercely waved the 

sword, releasing blazing radiance. Then, he turned around to run. 

Fighting head-on against a Self Release Realm cultivator would only result in death, especially against 

this type of rat that had lived for an endless amount of time. 

Shi Hao began to run for his life, in as sorry of a state as he could possibly be. He was being chased by a 

rat, this really was something that had never happened before. 

“Damn rat, if you have the guts, then go fight those other fellas. Chasing after me doesn’t mean 

anything!” Shi Hao didn’t care about keeping up a proper appearance at all, cursing at it along the way. 



At the same time, he wanted to leave this place as fast as possible. Otherwise, he might lose his 

rationality as well, trapped in this prison. 

The Heavenly Mouse’s eyes were cold. It clenched its teeth, slashing out with its claws. It enlarged to the 

size of a small mountain, smashing apart this entire mountain range, the shockwaves extending 

extremely far out. 

However, soon afterwards, the Heavenly Rat released a cry of alarm, actually revealing a look of alarm. 

It discovered that it had been careless, leaving its territory. 

Then, Shi Hao saw a terrifying scene. A withered branch extended from the mountain ridge, carrying a 

great dao aura, countless dao law fragments flying about. This scene was terrifying to the extreme. 

Pu! The Heavenly Mouse was extremely powerful, speed also extremely fast, but it just couldn’t escape. 

It was directly impaled by that withered branch, blood splashing everywhere. It screamed miserably. 

A heavenly beast was struck down just like that? Shi Hao was shocked. 

“Do you guys hear that? Something is going on over there!” Voices sounded from the distance. Several 

dozen figures moved through the air like streaks of lightning, quickly landing in this mountain forest. 

“Huang, you really are bold, you really did flee into Heavenly Beast Forest! You can’t escape!” Someone 

roared with laughter from the other side. n-.O𝐕𝐄𝓁𝑏In 

One of them raised a banner carrying foreign symbols. The most terrible situation happened. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t run. He frowned, not saying anything. 

“Yi, there is also a dead rat. Haha, Huang, you really are interesting. Don’t tell me you had to go all out 

against a rat? You truly disappoint us!” A youngster ridiculed, laughing loudly. 

“Shut up!” An old woman shouted. She felt that something was strange, becoming a bit nervous. She 

felt like after entering this place, something really wasn’t quite right. 

Chapter 1497 - Complete Eradication 

This group arrived extremely quickly. They were only a group of the large army, taking the risk and 

entering Heavenly Beast Forest. They never expected that they would really run into Huang here! 

n𝐨𝑽𝓔)𝓁𝗯-In 

From this aspect, one could see just how much importance the other side attached to this rotten 

wooden chest, not hesitating to have these people risk their lives, enter this vicious place. 

This group was extremely lucky, actually running straight into Huang after entering! 

Even though the old woman felt uneasy, berating that youngster, when she saw the rotten wooden 

chest in Shi Hao’s hands, she also became stirred up, her breathing hurried. 

The mountain forest was full of thistles and thorns. At first, these would have stopped these people, but 

now, everyone saw what was in Shi Hao’s hands! 



“Haha... All of our efforts weren’t in vain, what we seek if right here!” A young King Clan individual 

laughed in an extremely brash manner. 

Even the old woman and other older generation figures couldn’t remain calm, all of them crying out in 

alarm. 

“I really never thought that Huang would actually succeed, obtain this unmatched ancient artifact!” 

“Heavenly luck is on our side! Imperial Pass is destined to be broken through, haha...” 

The group of people were all excited, incredibly moved. This was definitely going to be incomparable 

merit. They all felt like they were too fortunate. The foreign side sent out so many people, yet they were 

the ones who ended up running into Huang. 

Everyone stared at Huang, the expression in their eyes fervent. This already became the only thing in 

their view. 

“Right, I heard that this chest previously fell into the hands of a long life tree. Where is the immortal 

medicine? Huang, if you don’t want to suffer anymore, then just hand it over!” A youngster shouted. 

They moved quickly, surrounding this place to prevent Shi Hao from escaping. 

“Haha, the heavens are on our side, just how joyous of an occasion is this? Huang actually obtained the 

rotten wooden chest, doing all the work for us!” Right now, even a middle-aged man roared with 

laughter, losing his composure. 

There weren’t many youngsters in this group, most of them middle-aged and older individuals. 

It was because they knew that Huang’s talents were too great. If they sent out the younger generation, 

the losses would be too disastrous, and they wouldn’t even be able to stop him. 

That was why this time, the ones who moved out were all great experts! 

“Go, capture him and bring him back earlier! Just a Void Dao Realm brat, yet he has created such a 

disturbance, actually making my side send out such a great army for no reason!” 

A middle-aged man said. He rushed forward, wanting to immediately capture Shi Hao. 

“Wait!” The old woman who spoke out suddenly calmed down, because the feeling of uneasiness 

became even stronger. 

She was at the peak of Self Release Realm, not only was she the number one expert in this group, she 

was also the number one expert among all the individuals who entered Heavenly Beast Forest. 

“What is there to be worried about?” A youngster muttered. 

“Senior, what’s wrong?” Another middle-aged man asked. 

“This rat isn’t quite right, it seems to be a powerful individual. Also, this withered branch gives me a bad 

feeling!” The old woman’s expression was grave. 

Right now, the Heavenly Mouse was extremely weak, at its last grasp. It was impaled by that withered 

tree branch, blood flowing out, already about to die. 



It long lacked the aura of an expert, the cultivation of a Self Release Realm cultivator nowhere to be 

seen. That withered branch was the same, returning to its dried-up appearance, no great dao natural 

law fragments around it. 

“Just a dead rat, what is there to be scared of? Even if it’s a powerful expert, just kill it all the same with 

a single slap!” A youngster said, completely unconvinced. 

“Who cares about all of this? Huang is real, that rotten wooden chest is also real, I’ll just bring both 

back!” A middle-aged man said, decisively taking action. 

He reached out a large hand, grabbing forward, wishing to seize the rotten wooden chest from Shi Hao’s 

hand. Regardless of whether there was anything strange about this place, seizing that thing and quickly 

bringing it back was the most important. 

Even though the others also became much more careful, they definitely didn’t expect disaster to erupt 

this abruptly. 

Chi! 

From the depths of the old forest, a withered branch rushed over! 

It was just too fast, too hard to evade. 

“Ah...” The middle-aged man who took action was the first one to release a miserable scream. A branch 

penetrated his body, nailing him in place, blood splashing everywhere. 

“What kind of blasted thing is this? Kill!” Someone shouted. 

As a result, when they frantically attacked, magical energy surged, a disaster descended. 

This time, more than thirty withered branches shot out. All of them rumbled with noise, carrying great 

dao fragments and natural law divine light, as if hundreds of war chariots roared past, crushing the 

heavens. 

This power was too many times greater than before! 

“Idiots, you all actually dare attack, actually take action here!” The Heavenly Mouse opened its eyes. 

Even though it was extremely weak, it was waiting for an opportunity, wishing to escape. 

Pu pu pu... 

Large amounts of bloody light splashed out in this place, all those who attacked were pierced through. It 

wasn’t that they weren’t strong, but rather that the dried branches were too astonishing, like 

imperishable spears, piercing through their bodies. 

This place was immediately dyed in blood. 

This type of disaster naturally produced an intense struggle and retaliation. All of the creatures from the 

other side took action. 

The result was that all of them were stabbed through, impaled! 



This included that old woman, her body stabbed by the thickest dried branch. She struggled about, but 

as time went on, she became weaker and weaker, even her primordial spirit trapped in her body, no 

way of freeing herself. 

In this place, only Shi Hao remained. He wore the Lightning Emperor Armor, brought out the Ten 

Thousand Spirit Diagram, but didn’t attack, everything only a passive defense. 

He was the only one who escaped disaster. 

This result really was hard to accept! 

The foreign cultivators experienced great joy to great grief, the difference was just too great. The group 

of people simply didn’t dare believe that their hot blood was still surging just now, incredibly excited, yet 

now, they were close to death, vitality slipping away. 

“I am willing to be forever imprisoned in Heavenly Beast Forest, obey orders, return to reincarnation!” 

Suddenly, it was as if that Heavenly Mouse was bewitched. After saying this, it chanted this mysterious 

incantation. 

Xiu! 

Something strange happened. It broke free, that withered branch withdrew. Meanwhile, the Heavenly 

Mouse turned into a streak of flowing light. A spatial passage was torn open, this light rushing into the 

distance. 

Time and space seemed to become chaotic. One could see that at the end of the passage, that Heavenly 

Mouse fell into a pool inside of a mountain summit surging with mist. 

Shi Hao’s pupils rapidly contracted. Next to that pool was a tablet. He took a hurried glance, seeing two 

Immortal Ancient characters: Reincarnation Pool! 

This Heavenly Mouse was entering reincarnation? He really didn’t dare believe this. At the same time, 

he felt that this was extremely strange, that this wasn’t really too realistic. 

This Heavenly Beast Forest was just too absurd! 

Those from the foreign side were also shocked. They were dying, but just now, a few people also saw 

those words, all of them a bit stupefied. 

Pu! 

On the dried branch, there was someone who turned into ashes, dying on the spot. 

“Ah, no!” The others screamed out. 

“I am willing to be forever imprisoned in Heavenly Beast Forest, obey orders, return to reincarnation!” 

The old woman imitated, actually also speaking these words. 

Only, she didn’t know the following incantations, no way of continuing it. 

Pu! 



As a result, when the old woman became despondent, blood shot out from between her brows. It was 

as if her divine senses were wiped out, immediately falling from that dried branch. 

The expression on her face was blank, losing her sense of self, as if her soul had departed from her body. 

Meanwhile, she directly walked towards a certain direction in Heavenly Beast Forest, moreover 

kowtowing with each step. 

Everyone became stupefied. What was going on? 

Only Shi Hao vaguely guessed that the experts gathered in Heavenly Beast Forest, for example, those 

heavenly beasts and others, most likely all originated in this way! 

When he thought of this, Shi Hao felt a wave of bone chilling cold. This really was a bit ridiculous, quite 

horrifying. 

“Ah...” One of them couldn’t hold on anymore, crying out in horror. 

It was because the old woman was their number one expert, yet in the end, she still ended up like this, 

losing herself, even kowtowing with each step, as if she was making a pilgrimage, as if she was having an 

audience with someone. 

Pu! 

Then, some of them exploded, and then turned to ashes, dying extremely miserably. 

Xiu! 

Suddenly, someone raised their hand, releasing a streak of resplendent divine light. This was a magical 

artifact. It rushed into the heavens, as if entering outer space, and then it exploded, the brilliance 

extremely dazzling. 

This was a bizarre magical artifact, its purpose to pass on some type of message. 

The information it released, was that Huang was right there! 

This was something they had arranged beforehand, whenever anyone saw Shi Hao or the rotten 

wooden chest, they had to release this type of signal so that large numbers of experts could rush over. 

Only, it was a bit special this time. This place was too strange, if there were large numbers of cultivators 

who rushed over, they might end up encountering things that were quite abnormal. 

Pu! 

Immediately afterwards, the creatures on the dried branches all screamed in alarm, most of them dying. 

Meanwhile, the ones who survived were all in the Self Release Realm. In the end, their eyes all became 

vacant, falling onto the ground, also heading in the direction where the old woman went, kowtowing 

with each step. 

It really was just that strange! 

Shi hao stood there, not acting rashly. He watched all of this happen right before his eyes, chills running 

down his entire body. His fine hairs were all standing on end, cold sweat continuously pouring out. 



This Heavenly Beast Forest was many times more dangerous than he had imagined! 

Could he even go through this place? 

Outside, many groups saw the brilliant radiance in the skies. They immediately knew that Huang was in 

Heavenly Beast Forest, even the direction ascertained. 

“Report to the higher ups, have them dispatch men over and surround Heavenly Beast Forest. We are 

already sure that Huang obtained that chest!” 

News spread, triggering a great commotion. 

Soon afterwards, large numbers of men hurried over from Divine Medicine Mountain Range, gathering 

towards Heavenly Beast Forest. 

Powers from Imperial Pass were included among them. They also appeared nearby. 

Chapter 1498 - Continuously Killing Geniuses 

An enormous army was charging into this dangerous place! 

This was the reality. The foreign great army charged into Heavenly Beast Forest, preparing to surround 

some important areas. 

From these movements, it seemed like they were extremely nervous, wishing to immediately find Shi 

Hao and seize the rotten wooden chest! 

More than ten groups rushed out separately, already rushing into the forest before the army. 

The foreign side’s strength was great, but they still didn’t dare send the entire great army into this 

dangerous place, only able to send out a portion of their men to chase after Shi Hao. 

It was because just in case something unexpected happened, they wouldn’t be able to bear the 

consequences. 

Even though the other side was strong, it still wasn’t to the point where a single hand could cover the 

skies. Otherwise, why would Burial Land, Heavenly Beast Forest, Sea of Loss and Immortal Earth 

Remains be treated as restricted areas, not places where they could move about freely? 

In the past, there were those from the other side who behaved recklessly, sending large groups of 

experts into some dangerous lands. In the end, they never returned after leaving. 

These were things everyone knew about. 

Of course, this was also because the undying existences couldn’t cross over. 

Inside Heavenly Beast Forest, Shi Hao stood in place for a long time. He carefully looked around, 

observing his surroundings. He really was frightened, just what kind of ancient tree was that? 

The branches were all dried-up, yet they actually had this type of power! 

The Heavenly Mouse, old woman, which one of them weren’t Self Release Realm powerful cultivators? 

Yet in the end, they were easily pierced through. It was a bit horrifying. 



Most of them all dired, only Self Release Realm cultivators’ bodies remaining, kowtowing with each step, 

gradually disappearing into the forest depths. 

“What exactly is that Reincarnation Pool? Is this Heavenly Beast Forest really a prison?” Shi Hao 

frowned. There really were too many unknown things here, just too dangerous. 

Shi Hao gave the forest before him a deep look, just feeling like it was extremely blurry, difficult to see 

clearly. Was that where the withered tree was rooted? 

He took a deep breath, and then walked forward. He wanted to see everything more clearly. 

However, as he advanced, he didn’t sense a hint of abnormality. This region was too calm, to the extent 

where Shi Hao didn’t see any withered tree even after traveling several hundred li. 

What was going on? Where was the ancient tree that could impale the Heavenly Mouse to death? He 

already advanced so far, why couldn’t he sense its aura yet? 

Shi Hao calmed down. He stood in place, releasing his divine senses, carefully perceiving his 

surroundings. He wanted to find where that tree was. 

It was because he knew that this tree definitely noticed him a long time ago. It was this powerful, even 

able to kill the Heavenly Mouse with a single strike, this alone enough to prove how extraordinary it 

was. He wanted to try and communicate with it. 

En? 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly. It was useless even when he concentrated on sensing it. Only when that 

withered branch’s appearance appeared in his mind first and he then tried to sense it was there 

something different. 

“Heavens, could it be like Anlan and Shutuo, when their names are called, or when their appearance is 

pictured, their divine might would be displayed?” Shi Hao’s expression became serious. 

At this moment, his heart began to pound, his chest tight, even his soul feeling like it was going to leave 

his body! 

This was definitely serious. He was already a Void Dao Realm cultivator, yet in the end, when he tried to 

sense the ancient tree, there was this type of reaction. It really was a bit terrifying. 

In the end, Shi Hao gradually rose into the air, quietly watching from the distance. He felt like he saw a 

tree quietly taking root several hundred li out. 

Shi Hao turned around, immediately leaving, not staying for even a moment longer. 

It was because in that instant, an extremely uncomfortable feeling emerged from within him. His 

expression immediately became overcast; he couldn’t come into contact with that withered tree, or else 

there would be a great disaster! 

Shi Hao headed into the distance, changing directions. That ancient tree was too dangerous. He felt like 

there was no way of communicating with it. If he accidentally ran into it, it would definitely be a fatal 

disaster. 



In the following two days, Shi Hao’s expression remained extremely unpleasant. He could sense a great 

danger arriving. He continuously ran into foreign troops, resulting in bloody battles, each time only 

managing to escape with great difficulty. 

This was still because he encountered many Self Severing Realm cultivators, these cultivators’ cultivation 

levels only a level higher than his! 

The foreign creatures knew that his natural talents were exceptional, even though he was young, his 

strength was outstanding. If normal cultivators were sent in, they weren’t his opponent, but if they sent 

in Self Release Realm cultivators, it might result in tremendous losses. 

It was because this was Heavenly Beast Forest, there was a chance of death no matter who entered, a 

possibility of never being able to return. 

That was why the ones sent out were carefully chosen. Their strength was great, but definitely not 

ridiculously so. Void Dao Realm cultivators were support, Self Severing Realm cultivators were the main 

force, the few Self Release Realm cultivators were the leaders. n𝗼𝓋𝗲(𝓛𝓑-In 

Shi Hao experienced several bloody battles, his body covered in injuries, fleeing for his life. He felt like 

his situation was becoming worse and worse. 

He continuously broke out of enclosures, discovering that there were people who entered from all the 

major directions of Heavenly Beast Forest, practically setting up an inescapable net. Even though this 

forest was incredibly vast, the other side still set their resolution to seal up this forest. 

“This place is too dangerous, I should go back into hiding, escape from Divine Medicine Mountain 

Range’s side.” Shi Hao said to himself. 

He already experienced a great battle, fighting a bloody battle against some Self Severing Realm 

cultivators. Then, before Self Release Realm cultivators hurried over, he quickly escaped again. 

“This place is blocked!” Shi Hao hid in the forest. He took a deep breath, feeling a bit helpless. 

There were already no safe paths leading to Divine Medicine Mountain Range. There were too many 

people from the other side, that entire region sealed up. 

“Since you guys are all crazy, sending over this many experts, then I’ll play around with you all!” Shi Hao 

said coldly. 

He completely went for broke, running towards a certain direction. 

It was because he already noticed that every time he exposed himself, the dozen or so groups scattered 

throughout Heavenly Beast Forest would also change directions to outflank him. 

Those people had strange magical artifacts that resonated with each other, able to immediately inform 

their companions where Huang fled towards. 

“Bastard!” 

Outside Heavenly Beast Forest, a few foreign elders were furious, extremely angry. It was because they 

just received reports that a group of elite soldiers were lost during these past few days. 



The first group was completely wiped out, not a single one alive, because they couldn’t be contacted at 

all anymore. 

They had no idea that they were killed by the withered tree. 

“It’s definitely not because of that brat, they probably encountered some terrifying heavenly beast.” 

Then, there were more news. There were a few important figures among the Void Dao Realm cultivators 

who were killed, Self Severing Realm experts also attacked, their losses not light. 

“The Nine Headed Qi[1] Clan’s prince has been killed, cut down by Huang within ten moves, all nine 

heads smashed apart, not even nine lives enough to save him!” An elder said. 

This was an extremely serious matter. The Nine Headed Qi Clan’s prince had great potential, his status 

extremely noble, but because he started late, he didn’t have time to compete, challenge others and 

enter the rank of experts. However, there were people who believed that as long as he was given time, 

his name would definitely spread throughout the foreign side. 

In the end, this youngster with endless potential was killed by Huang just like that. 

“Who let the Nine Headed Qi Clan’s descendant in? Didn’t everyone already say that Huang is extremely 

dangerous?!” An elder roared with anger. 

The death of this type of genius really was a tremendous loss. He had been regarded as one of the seeds 

for becoming a future undying existence. 

“He said he wanted to defeat Huang, and there were powerful individuals following him. He never 

expected that something unexpected would happen to himself!” A middle-aged man said in grief. He 

was an elder of the Nine Headed Qi Clan. 

Everyone knew just how famous Huang was, this was someone who gained an outstanding reputation 

from slaughtering the foreign side’s younger generation. However, there were still some geniuses who 

were unconvinced, especially those who had only just left their ancient lands. They all wanted to defeat 

Huang, to make their name known through a single battle. 

“Reporting! Not good, Qi Lun Heavenly King has died, killed by Huang!” Another piece of bad news 

sounded. 

Not long ago, the foreign side younger generation’s number three King Clan expert Qi Lun encountered 

Huang. He was beheaded, dying in Heavenly beast Forest. 

“What? When did Qi Lun go in? Who let him in?” Those elders were now truly angered. 

This was another individual with great potential, ranked number three among the young experts! He 

had the title of Heavenly King, the disciple of an undying existence, yet he was killed just like that. 

“His death is just too much of a pity... Huang’s reputation has long spread, why did Qi Lun leave?!” The 

elders’ expression were ice-cold. 

No one replied, because the answer was the same. Qi Lun was also unconvinced, and as a result entered 

Heavenly Beast Forest, wishing to kill Huang, but ultimately died as a result. 



“This really is a type of humiliation! A single person killed more than half of the ten great young King 

Clan experts, what face do we even have left!” An expert couldn’t endure it anymore, releasing a roar. 

Ever since the last battle in the great desert, with the deaths of the ten great young experts’ Martial 

Heavenly King and others, it could be said that Shi Hao’s power shook the entire foreign younger 

generation, everyone wanted to get rid of him. 

Meanwhile, those of the younger generation even more so hoped that someone of the same generation 

could kill him one on one. 

This was especially true for the geniuses who had just left their respective families’ ancient lands, 

needing accomplishments to increase their ranking, making them want to kill Shi Hao even more. 

Qi Lun could be said to be the highest ranked young expert Shi Hao had killed thus far, of course, there 

were people who believed that the Nine Headed Qi Clan’s prince had greater potential, that when he 

reached maturity, his ranking might be even higher. 

“Reporting...” Another person ran over to issue a report. 

“What is it now? Don’t tell me Huang killed another important young seed from my side!” An elder said 

coldly. 

“This is precisely the case, the ten great young experts’...” The one who came braced himself and 

reported. 

“Are you all going to tell me that all ten of the young great experts are going to die, all of this because of 

him alone? How many are even left now?!” That elder screamed. 

This really was the case. The ten great experts were about to be completely wiped out! 

“Reporting!” When his voice just dropped, sure enough, another person came to report. 

“Speak!” 

“In total, Huang has killed a total of twenty-three young experts with great potential from our side, at 

the same time killing thirty-nine Self Severing Realm experts!” The one who came reported. 

This was the newest total. It immediately made everyone frown. 

The losses were too great! 

“All of you are trash! So many of you entered, what about the Self Release Realm individuals? None of 

them could do anything about him?” Finally, someone exploded in anger. 

“They already seriously injured Huang a long time ago, but he is extremely slippery, continuously 

running away. Currently, we’ve already grasped his whereabouts, believe that it won’t be long before he 

is dead.” Someone said quietly. 

“This is shameful! Is there not a single person from our younger generation who can kill him?” 

“When Emperor Clan’s young great one heard the casualty count just now, he entered himself. Gu Clan’s 

inheritor also moved out!” Someone replied. 



The inheritors of these two clans were definitely terrifying. When everyone heard this, they all released 

a breath of relief. 

“He Ziming came!” Someone said quietly. 

“He finally came! I heard that after he gained some insight, he then received personal guidance from his 

ancestor He Wushuang, cultivating the Imperishable Scripture. This time, he came specifically for killing 

Huang!” Someone else said excitedly. 

“The one who was specially sent out to kill Huang has appeared!” A few people became excited, 

because they really had been humiliated badly recently. There was actually no one from the younger 

generation who was Huang’s match. 

It had to be said that Imperial Pass wasn’t weak either, actually immediately seizing this information, 

creating a city-wide sensation. 

“Huang is this powerful, continuously killing the foreign side’s seeds?” 

“Isn’t he too strong? The so-called ten great young King Clan experts are all about to be wiped out by 

him! If this really happens, it will be a magnificent feat, leaving behind a legendary story!” 

Many people in Imperial Pass cheered, because the news that was brought back really was inspiring. 

“I heard that the Emperor Clan young expert also went, someone from Gu Clan also moving, to the 

extent where there’s even someone who was specially sent out to kill Huang...” 

“What kind of nonsense are you saying? I hope that Huang can continue to display might, completely 

wipe all of them out, make the other side’s old faces completely fall off!” 

1. Qi part of Qilin. 

Chapter 1499 - Reinforcements 

From another aspect, this also proved that Imperial Pass had successfully arranged their ‘own people’ in 

the other side, or else there was no way they could receive news this quickly. 

Outside Heavenly Beast Forest, even though many people were excited and stirred up, believing that He 

Ziming and the others could definitely kill Huang, there were still some who weren’t too satisfied. 

“If the great supreme beings who came here took action, they definitely could have killed him!” 

Someone said quietly, feeling like they were sending out too many, that it was about time to end things. 

Since there were supreme beings who came, why didn’t they take action? This was what some people 

were awaiting expectantly on. 

“Fool, if supreme beings could enter Heavenly Beast Forest, would we have waited until now? We would 

have brought back that rotten wooden chest a long time ago.” Someone said with a sigh. 

There was a mysterious power in Heavenly Beast Forest that made even supreme beings feel 

apprehension! 



There were several supreme beings seated in the skies above, not saying anything this entire time. 

Primal chaos surrounded them. 

The quarrels below were meaningless to these people, they didn’t pay them any attention. These were 

precisely the supreme beings, any one of them could easily pluck the stars, seize the moon. 

“He Ziming, do not dishonor your ancestor’s reputation!” Finally, a supreme being spoke. 

It was because a youngster arrived from the distance, slightly drawing a supreme being’s attention. 

He Ziming had a head of long golden hair, entire body covered in a layer of divine radiance, auspicious, 

sacred, possessing a type of indescribable aloof temperament. 

His golden pupils flickered with confidence, possessing great strength that was difficult for outsiders to 

imagine. His figure flickered with every step, quickly arriving from the horizon! 

“On orders from the decree, I will definitely kill Huang!” He Ziming said confidently. 

In the skies, those supreme beings didn’t say anything else. Primal chaos surrounded them, their figures 

becoming more and more blurry. 

“He Ziming, I heard that Ancestor He has come out of seclusion and even gave you some pointers. is this 

true?” There was an elder who asked, eyes burning fervently, holding Ancestor He in incomparable 

admiration. 

“Correct!” He Ziming nodded, confirming the rumors. 

What kind of person was He Wushuang? He didn’t belong to an Emperor Clan, but he overtook his peers 

step by step, continuously exceeding them, in the end becoming far above them, now almost becoming 

comparable to Shutuo and Anlan. 

He was that generation’s most brilliant individual, now already close to becoming an ancestor. 

“He Ziming, we believe you can definitely kill Huang. If he is killed by a Self Release Realm cultivator, 

even though we can vent a bit of our resentment, we won’t be able to raise our heads for a long time, 

still feel great regret!” Some of the younger generation shouted. 

They wanted Huang’s life to be ended by someone of the younger generation! 

“He Ziming, whether or not the He Clan will become an Emperor Clan will depend on you! You are the 

testing stone!” An elder spoke, implying some other things. 

“Correct, based on normal reasoning, your current cultivation shouldn’t be weaker than those of 

Emperor Clans, right?” Someone asked. 

He Ziming was known as number one of the ten great young kings, but everyone knew that he was far 

stronger than the other nine, that he wasn’t weaker than an Emperor Clan youngster. 

Now, the legendary Ancestor He came out of seclusion, giving him guidance. As such, there should be a 

nice surprise coming! 



“Everyone, wait for my news!” He Ziming entered Heavenly Beast Forest. He was full of confidence, 

auspicious golden light covering his body, an auspicious rain of light accompanying him as he 

disappeared. 

In the depths of Heavenly Beast Forest, Shi Hao’s body was in tatters, already several wounds on him 

that connected from front to back. There were many bloody holes, unknown just how many bones were 

broken. 

He breathed in and out heavily. After suffering the pursuit of Self Release Realm cultivators, his injuries 

were naturally terrifying, body and spirit almost extinguished. 

Gudong! 

He drank a type of precious elixir. Golden light surged, a sweet scent assailing the nostrils. Immediately 

afterwards, his body began to recover. It was as if beans were being fried in his body, the noises 

sounding continuously. 

This was the divine elixir he obtained from that underground cave in Divine Medicine Mountain Range, 

previously used to nurture that golden bull. 

If he didn’t have this precious liquid, Shi Hao would have died a long time ago. 

Along the way, he suffered life-threatening injuries several times. Based on normal reasoning, he should 

have already died six or seven times. 

Each time, he would rely on this type of divine liquid to make it through and recover. 

In reality, there were two or three times where Shi Hao’s body even broke apart, but he still forcefully 

returned from the gates of hell. 

“Bastards, just wait until I break through, I’ll slaughter you all one by one!” Shi Hao said to himself. He 

drank another mouthful of golden liquid. His injuries healed, bones connecting. He quickly ran. 

He wanted to find a suitable place to advance into the Self Severing Realm! 

He felt like he already polished himself enough, his dao foundation already sturdy enough! 

Only, there was danger lurking on every turn, difficult for him to find a suitable location. 

“Huang, is it really you?” Suddenly, someone said quietly, transmitting sound from the distance. 

Shi Hao suddenly turned around, looking in that direction. There was someone who was currently 

waving in his direction. Shi Hao’s pupils released cold light. Was he discovered again? 

However, immediately afterwards, he was stupefied, because this was someone who wore clothing 

from Imperial Pass. 

“We came to offer support, come here!” That person said quietly, speaking the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths’ language. 

Shi Hao was suspicious. Even Imperial Pass’ people came here? 



Then, two others appeared, wearing black armor, spears in hand, completely Imperial Pass’ armor. 

Moreover, one of the spears was covered in blood, a foreign expert’s corpse hanging from it, clearly just 

killed recently. 

“You all came from Imperial Pass?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Correct, we have an ancient war chariot that can display an astonishing escape method. It can go into 

hiding, and it can move extremely quickly, which is why we secretly rushed in. Right now, the foreign 

side haven’t discovered us yet.” One of them explained, telling him that they had a precious chariot. 

The void distorted. Sure enough, an ancient war chariot appeared, quickly arriving. Shi Hao was 

extremely on guard. He still couldn’t confirm if this really was someone from Imperial Pass. 

Pa! 

However, a corpse was thrown over, leaving him shaken, changing his opinion. 

This was the corpse of a Self Release Realm great cultivator, the space between his brows pierced 

through, dying a violent death. Blood was still gushing out, clearly just killed. 

This was a great foreign expert, someone who was still chasing after Shi Hao an hour ago, previously 

making Shi Hao’s body break apart once, almost dying. 

Shi Hao recognized this cultivator, his aura unmistakeable! 

Shi Hao never thought that this person would be killed. This made him release a breath of relief. He 

looked at the other side, saying, “This place is too dangerous!” 

He was already sure that these were people from Imperial Pass. He never expected there were experts 

who rushed over, really providing support. 

“We have to come even if there is danger. As long as you are saved, even if a group of experts die, it is 

still worth it!” An elder walked out from the chariot, saying seriously. 

He held a war halberd in hand, on it traces of blood. It seemed like it was him who killed that great 

cultivator. 

En? Shi Hao stared blankly. He was already sure that this was a great cultivator from Imperial Pass, 

because he had previously seen him on the battlefield, seeing him courageously kill enemies. 

Now, Shi Hao was already sure that there should be no problems, this was someone from Imperial Pass. 

“It isn’t worth it for me alone. If I learned that many people died to save me, it would be difficult for me 

to have a good conscience.” Shi Hao said with a sigh. 

“It is worth it, worth it no matter how many die!” The elder sighed, deeply moved. He looked towards 

the rotten wooden chest in Shi Hao’s chest, saying, “The foreign side’s people are all going crazy over 

that thing, it is definitely extremely important. That is why we aren’t only coming to save you, but also 

to bring it back to Imperial Pass so those great supreme beings can research it.” 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. He nodded, saying, “Correct, this thing should be quite extraordinary, 

having great secrets.” 



“Little friend has obtained it for a period of time already, have you noticed anything peculiar about it? 

Do you know about some of its strange uses?” The elder asked. 

“I still haven’t found out any of this chest’s mysteries.” Shi Hao shook his head. 

“This is related to too much. Little friend, when you obtained it from that vile earth, when the great 

tomb opened, were there any auspicious signs that granted any forms of enlightenment?” The elder 

asked. 

“This...” Shi Hao frowned. 

“Dao brother, why is there a need to mumble? This chest might be the key, perhaps it can deliver a fatal 

blow to the other side! Hurry and tell us!” A youngster urged. 

“You cannot act disrespectfully!” The elder stared at him. 

“Little friend, we should hurry and leave, this place is too dangerous. Apart from the foreign cultivators, 

there are also traitors from Imperial pass!” The elder gnashed his teeth in anger. 

“There are also threats from Imperial Pass?” Shi Hao was naturally aware that Imperial Pass had traitors, 

just that he temporarily didn’t express anything. 

“Correct, there are some who defected to the other side. We have to hurry and leave!” The elder said, 

inviting Shi Hao onto the war chariot. 

“Not good, people are coming from that side, we have to hurry and go!” The people next to the war 

chariot cried out in alarm.  

Shi Hao sighed, he also sensed this. The rear had been sealed off, there were powerful experts rushing 

over. There was no way out. 

“Go!” The elder stirred on the war chariot, and then rushed over, bringing Shi Hao onto the chariot, 

quickly leaving. 

“Don’t worry, this war chariot is a rare precious artifact, perhaps it can evade them and smoothly return 

to Imperial Pass!” A middle-aged man said, trying to make Shi Hao feel more at ease. 

Chapter 1500 - Counterattack 

This golden war chariot was extremely fast, moving through the forest. It was extremely blurry, as if a 

faint void figure merged into the mountain region, extremely difficult to detect. 

It was just like how those from the war chariot said, this was a formidable precious artifact. Not only was 

it extremely fast, it could also enter stealth. 

“Little friend, would you let this old one take a look at that chest?” That elder asked. He had long spoke 

his name, saying that he was Yi Chuan, a Self Release Realm cultivator from Imperial Pass. 

Shi Hao nodded, handing the wooden chest over. At this moment, everyone on the war chariot were 

shaken, looking over together. 



Yi Chuan ran his hand along the wooden chest, carefully sensing it, but no matter how he used his divine 

force or spiritual awareness, there was no result. This wooden chest didn’t show any reaction. 

The elder frowned, continuously trying again and again, but there were just no effects. 

“Is this really that treasure from that dangerous place?” A youngster said in doubt. 

Yi Chuan’s finger shone, starting to use force, trying to break open this chest. The others all watched 

nervously, but no matter how they tried, they still couldn’t do anything. 

He was a Self Release Realm great cultivator, yet he was already sweating, as if a flame was burning 

within his body. He was already doing everything he could, yet he just couldn’t break open this wooden 

chest. 

Shi Hao’s expression remained calm, long foreseeing this result. 

“Shameful, this old one got too excited. After seeing that this wooden chest belongs to my Imperial 

Pass, I was too impatient, immediately wanting to know what is inside, which is why I took action 

recklessly. This is still little friend’s after all.” The elder Yi Chuan said, apologizing. He held the wooden 

chest, returning it to Shi Hao. 

“This wooden chest is already about to rot, so why is it still so sturdy? Even someone as strong as a Self 

Release Realm cultivator can’t open it?” A young individual from the side asked. 

“Correct, it is extremely sturdy, difficult to open.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“This type of supreme treasure has been buried underground for at least a great era or two, not 

completely rotting even now, this alone is enough to prove its value!” Yi Chuan said with a sigh. 

“Dao brother should have seen the dark red great grave open yourself. What kind of special scenes were 

there when the wooden chest first emerged?” A thirty something year old male asked. 

The elder Yi Chuan nodded, looking towards Shi Hao and saying, “This wooden chest cannot be opened 

except through special methods. There should have been some type of revelations when it appeared, 

right?” 

“There weren’t, or maybe I didn’t notice anything. Even now, I have no way of opening this chest.” Shi 

Hao shook his head. 

“Is there really nothing else?” Someone asked a step further. 

“Nothing.” Shi Hao said with a sigh. 

“Dao brother really isn’t candid, not honest. When this type of heaven-defying supreme treasure 

appears, there will definitely be auspicious signs, symbols around it. This might be where the key to 

opening this wooden chest lies.” At this time, a youngster suddenly said. 

“What are you implying? Are you saying you know more than me even without personally experiencing 

it?” Shi Hao revealed a look of discontent. 



“Heng, who knows if you are keeping it to yourself out of selfishness, trying to hide this supreme 

treasure, thus not willing to offer it to Imperial Pass, leaving all of the secrets and opportunities for 

yourself?” This youngster was a bit overbearing. 

Shi Hao’s face immediately became cold. “If this ancient artifact can help Imperial Pass overturn the 

world, I will naturally hand it to Great Elder and the others, why would I need you to say these things? 

Moreover, this is something I risked my life to obtain, so it is mine to begin with. It isn’t something that 

needs you to comment on.” 

“You are clearly acting out of selfish desires. Why can’t this chest be opened? You are definitely hiding 

the method. When this type of supreme treasure appears, there is always an inheritance that reveals 

the method, passed along to later generations.” That youngster continued harshly without letting him 

go. 

“What are you all trying to do?” Shi Hao didn’t pay him any attention, instead looking at the others. 

“Cough, little friend, do not misunderstand, he is too impulsive, there’s no need to bicker with him.” The 

elder Yi Chuan said. Then, he scolded that youngster, telling him not to act rudely. 

Shi Hao narrowed his eyes, not saying anything. 

“Little friend, actually, you cannot blame him, we also worry for Imperial Pass... we really hope this 

divine object can stop the foreign great army.” That middle-aged man said. 

“Indeed, along the way, for the sake of rescuing little friend, we slaughtered our way from Imperial Pass 

all the way here, charging into Heavenly Beast Forest, really paying quite the price to do so, some 

people dying along the way.” Elder Yi Chuan also said with a sigh. 

The youngster who was berated before immediately said, “Right? We worked so hard to slaughter our 

way here. Before entering Heavenly Beast Forest, there were even people who died along the way, hot 

blood shed, yet in the end, the one who is saved isn’t even grateful, still hiding things. This really leaves 

us feeling bitterly disappointed!” 

Shi Hao sighed and said, “I really am not hiding anything, this is the truth.” 

The corners of the youngsters’ mouths all sneered, not believing him. The middle-aged men frowned, 

starting to think to themselves. 

The elder Yi Chuan’s eyes were deep, not saying anything, looking at Shi Hao just like that. 

Right at that moment, even though there were no powerful divine waves, Shi Hao still felt a wave of 

uneasiness. This was an instinctive reaction. 

Normally speaking, everyone had divine awareness, just that some were stronger than others. 

Shi Hao’s divine awareness was clearly extremely terrifying, this also one of the abilities that allowed 

him to safely reach where he was today after experiencing all types of dangers. 

If it was a normal person, they might overlook this, unable to sense that type of icy coldness, but right 

now, Shi Hao felt uneasy. He knew that the elder on the other side harbored malicious intentions 

towards him. 



He believed in this type of primitive intuition. After experiencing dangers again and again, it has always 

allowed him to be on guard a step earlier, allowing him to avert disaster. 

“This old thing and this group of people all wish to harm me!” Shi Hao’s thoughts flew at lightning speed. 

In reality, he didn’t believe this group from the very start, because they appeared too abruptly, and he 

didn’t truly have confidence in them. 

How dangerous was Heavenly Beast Forest? The crucial checkpoints were all intercepted by the other 

side, great armies defending them. Normally speaking, it was extremely difficult for these people to 

quietly enter. 

Not even this war chariot could do it! 

That was why he had always remained on guard. 

However, at the time, the foreign side’s people cut off the rear, in that type of situation, it was the same 

as being surrounded, so he could only brace himself and get on the war chariot. 

“This... could it be that this is Imperial Pass’ traitor?” Shi Hao thought to himself. A wave of anger 

immediately surged within him. 

When he headed into Divine Medicine Mountain Range, he had previously been chased by a Self 

Release Realm individual, thus exposing his whereabouts. Later on, Shi Hao learned from a captured 

foreigner that it was someone from Imperial Pass who told the other side where he was. 

Despicable, hateful! 

Shi Hao really wanted to kill that traitor, get rid of that clan. 

These people were now right before him, yet they were still putting on an act, trying to deceive him, if 

not because they wanted to know more of the rotten wooden chest’s secrets, these people would have 

most likely long taken action against him. 

Shi Hao immediately made his decision! 

He knew that this act wouldn’t last, that the other side was going to take action against him. 

“Perhaps...” Right at this time, Shi Hao frowned, starting to adopt a thinking appearance. 

“Yi, little friend, could it be that you thought of something?” The elder Yi Chuan asked. 

“Could it be related to this?” Shi Hao said to himself. 

The group of people on the war chariot all revealed strange expressions, some of them even more so 

revealing expectant looks, pleasantly surprised. 

“Please tell us!” A middle-aged man said. 

“Senior, please look at this wooden chest...” Shi Hao held the rotten wooden chest, bringing it before Yi 

Chuan’s eyes. 

“What is it? I already examined it quite extensively, but still didn’t notice anything.” The elder said. 



“It’s over here. Back then, a bit of light patterns flickered about here, but I didn’t pay it too much 

attention at the time.” Shi Hao said, pointing at a place on top of the wooden chest. 

“What kind of light patterns?” Many people spoke out at the same time, extremely impatient. 

“Little friend, please draw it out, let us study it for a bit. Who knows, we might just make a great 

discovery!” The elder Yi Chuan said. 

“Okay!” Shi Hao lowered the rotten wooden chest. He raised a hand, drawing out a character in the air, 

inviting him to take a look. 

Everyone’s attention was completely concentrated, staring at that place! 

Chi! 

Suddenly, Shi Hao’s finger released a streak of dark red radiance. It was too fast, and too tyrannical! 

“Younger generation, you dare!” Yi Chuan cried out. 

As for the others, they were first stumped, and then they revealed cold smiles. They knew that they had 

all been exposed, but they weren’t worried at all. What was Shi Hao’s cultivation realm at right now? 

How could he injure the elder? 

However, things didn’t go as everyone expected. Even though the elder’s reactions were fast, a layer of 

divine light appearing on the surface of his body, protecting him, the space between his brows was still 

pierced through! 

This really was hard to believe. A Self Release Realm expert was actually killed by someone from the 

younger generation, primordial spirit destroyed! 

Everyone on the war chariot screamed, all of them stunned. They all felt like this was absurd. 

For the sake of this attack, Shi Hao had endured for an extremely long amount of time, making them 

drop their guard. He finally succeeded! 

His finger released a dark red streak of light. This was obtained the last time he faced tribulation, the 

strand of scarlet red divine radiance the immortal killing guillotine left behind, merged into a finger. He 

hadn’t used it all this time, but now that there was danger, only then did he reveal this trump card. 

It was just like how it was difficult for a young child to threaten a mature person even if the child had a 

sharp weapon, grasping powerful weapons didn’t necessarily mean that he could win. 

Only in this type of situation where the other party was almost within reach, when Yi Chuan thought 

that Shi Hao was showing him some ‘secrets’, thus suddenly acting out, was there a chance of success. 

This streak of divine light left behind by the immortal killing guillotine was too powerful, able to blast 

through even the body protecting barrier of a Self Release Realm cultivator! 

Yi Chuan really was a great cultivator, but his death really was pitiable. He was originally scheming 

against Shi Hao, wishing to suck him dry, yet now, he was killed instead. 

Chi! 



All of this happened in the time it took for sparks to fly off a flint. Meanwhile, Shi Hao pointed outwards 

again, aiming at others. 

Of course, his targets were those who were older, killing the leaders in order to ensure himself a greater 

chance of survival. 

The second attack succeeded. Shi Hao eliminated one of the middle-aged experts! 

The warship immediately became chaotic. Everything happened just too fast, the situation reversed in 

the blink of an eye, it was all just too hard to accept. 

It was as if this place exploded, completely erupting. 

In that instant, multicolored light overflowed. This place became chaotic, great life and death battles 

breaking out while they were all extremely close to each other. 

Shi Hao fought a bloody battle, at the same time, he was glad that the elder was the only Self Release 

Realm cultivator, none of the others were! 

However, soon afterwards, his expression changed. He carried the rotten wooden chest, then grabbed a 

youngster, immediately jumping out of the war chariot, quickly running into the distance. 

There were powerful ripples that spread from the horizon, powerful experts approaching. 

“Speak, which clan from Imperial Pass are you from?” Shi Hao interrogated the captive, shouting as he 

ran. 

“Evil creature, where do you think you are going?!” A furious roar sounded from the back. A group of 

elders slaughtered their way over in a group, clearly of the same clan as the elder who died. Just now, 

they had always followed behind, not getting on the war chariot. 

At the same time, Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. He saw another foreign expert, precisely the Self Release 

Realm cultivator who looked like he had been killed by Yi Chuan. 

“You all were colluding with the foreign side after all!” Shi Hao said between gritted teeth. 

“Huang, where are you? Do you dare fight?!” Right at this time, a voice sounded from another direction, 

shaking up this region, an expanse of light was flickering. He Ziming came, incomparably divine, 

surrounded by golden light. 

“He’s mine!” Another voice sounded, the voice calm. This was the Emperor Clan young expert, also 

finding this place from a different direction. 

“Then let’s just compete to see who can kill him first!” Gu Clan’s inheritor also came! 

 


